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TWO SIDES OF THE SAME 

COIN 

How Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony Combined 

Their Talents and Led American Women Toward Equality 

1848-1870 

Sydney Hitchcock 

Graduating Spring 2022, Major in History & Minor in Special Education 

The complex history of the women's rights movement in the United States is not well 

understood, especially the lives of the women who began this movement in 1848. If people are 

familiar with one woman's name, it is most likely Susan B. Anthony, who became memorialized 

when her image appeared on a one-dollar coin in 1979. Even less known is her contemporary 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, whose image should have appeared on the other side of that coin. Together 

these two women worked tirelessly for women's rights for more than fifty years. Scholars studying 

this movement often reference the story of their relationship because evidence of it can be found 

in most of the primary source materials, especially their letters. Feminist scholar Alice S. Rossi 

has also written an entertaining essay on their friendship. Current scholarship lacks specific 

examples of how Stanton and Anthony combined their different but complementary abilities to 

effectively push women's equality in the nineteenth century closer to reality between 1848 and 
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1870. Like all partnerships, they relied on each other to fulfill different but equally essential roles 

in fighting for women's rights. Elizabeth Cady Stanton brought superb rhetorical skills to their 

working relationship, whereas Susan B. Anthony had excellent executive abilities. Together, they 

were like two sides of the same coin and wove and delivered convincing arguments that increased 

women's rights in the United States. 

To fully acknowledge the importance of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony's 

partnership and what they accomplished for women's rights, it is necessary to understand the 

history of women’s status in early America. In the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, women 

did not share the same citizenship rights as men. The Founding Fathers did not consider the efforts 

of patriotic and politically-minded women who had helped make the dream of independence from 

England a reality when they wrote the U.S. Constitution in 1787. Women among those were Mercy 

Otis Warren, a friend of Thomas Jefferson, who influenced the Declaration of Independence and 

spoke of "inherent rights," and Abigail Smith Adams, who asked her husband John Adams, a 

framer of the Constitution, to "remember the ladies."1 The Language of the Constitution did not 

directly deny women the right to vote, but it did not guarantee it either. Except for New Jersey, 

during their "experiment" from 1776 to 1807, each state used its power to disfranchise women.2 

The ideology that formed the foundation of American social, civil, and political thought 

and influenced its laws and customs had its roots in European political and religious doctrine, 

which was patriarchal. Men saw women as incapable of independent rational thought, and so they 

1 Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, and Matilda Joslyn Gage, “History of Woman Suffrage, 
Volume 1,” The Project Gutenberg eBook of History of Woman Suffrage, Volume I, February 7, 2009, 

http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/28020/pg28020.txt, 32-33. 
2 Marjorie Spruill Wheeler, One Woman One Vote: Rediscovering the Woman Suffrage Movement 

(Troutdale, OR: NewSage Press, 1995), 27. 
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believed that they did not need as many rights.3 American civil laws were created based on the 

idea of coverture, a by-product of English Common Law. Married women had no legal identity 

separate from their husbands; men’s role was to “cover” women because they needed protection.4 

They could not own property or keep their wages and had no control over their children if they 

separated or divorced.5 Socially, the Church added to the subjection of women by preaching the 

doctrine of St. Paul, which clergymen interpreted as a Christian directive that women were to 

remain silent and learn from and obey their husbands.6 Women's role as defined by men was a 

moral one of “republican motherhood.”7 They were supposed to remain in their private sphere and 

selflessly contribute to society by providing a stable home life by keeping their husbands happy 

and raising virtuous children.8 The public world outside the home belonged to men. This societal 

structure provided security to people, but it did not allow women to have a political identity. They 

could not participate in government and, as a result, suffered injustices. Most women did not 

question their social status at this time. The idea of women having equal rights with men sat buried 

below the surface of American life; slowly, this idea was brought to a simmer as some began to 

awake and push for reform 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony were born during the second decade of the 

nineteenth century, the beginning of the age of reform. Society changed during this period. The 

3 Wheeler, One Woman One Vote: Rediscovering the Woman Suffrage Movement, 25. 
4 Wheeler, One Woman One Vote: Rediscovering the Woman Suffrage Movement, 27. 
5 Geoffrey C. Ward, Martha Saxton, Ann D. Gordon, Ellen Carol DuBois, and Ken Burns, Not for 

Ourselves Alone: The Story of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 53. 
6 Lisa Tetrault, The Myth of Seneca Falls: Memory and the Women’s Suffrage Movement, 1848-1898, 

Gender and American Culture (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2014), 

https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=e000xna&AN=761748&site=eds-live, 11; Ellen Carol 

DuBois, Woman Suffrage and Women's Rights, (New York, NY: New York University Press, 1998), 58; Elizabeth 

Cady Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony (New Brunswick, New Jersey: 

Rutgers University Press, 1997), 91. 
7 S. J. Kleinberg, Women in the United States, 1830-1945 (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers 

University Press, 1999), 35, 60. 
8 Kleinberg, Women in the United States, 1830-1945, 60. 
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start of industrialization caused an increase in population, and many people moved westward or 

from the countryside to cities in search of economic opportunity. People's lives were beginning to 

look and feel different. Temptations like gambling and drinking weakened the structure that had 

created stability a generation before, and many believed society needed to be improved. The 

religious revival movement known as the Second Great Awakening encouraged people to improve 

their lives by eliminating sin through benevolent reform efforts.9 Reform work allowed some 

women to step outside of their domestic lives and participate in public life by becoming involved 

in their church causes. Women became more aware of social issues like temperance, abolition, and 

education, which empowered them. Armed with new knowledge, the women leaders that emerged 

within these social reform movements, like the Grimké sisters began to speak publicly about social 

injustices.10 Despite a desire for change in some ways, tradition still prevailed in others. Women’s 

public speaking was considered socially unacceptable to most people, especially when the 

audience included men.11 Making a difference in society would be difficult to do without a voice. 

Social, political, and economic forces continued to create more change in the lives of 

American women. Women experienced improved education thanks to female reformers like 

Emma Willard, who believed women should have access to challenging coursework other than 

homemaking classes.12 College education and professional careers were still out of their reach, but 

women had opportunities to financially help their families or support themselves by working as 

teachers, domestic helpers, or in the textile mills if less educated. Exposure to society's injustices 

9 Kleinberg, Women in the United States, 1830-1945, 81. 
10 Ward, Saxton, Gordon, DuBois, and Burns, Not for Ourselves Alone: The Story of Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 31. 
11 Tetrault, The Myth of Seneca Falls: Memory and the Women’s Suffrage Movement, 1848-1898, 

https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=e000xna&AN=761748&site=eds-live, 11; Stanton, 

Anthony, and Gage, “History of Woman Suffrage, Volume 1,” 
12 Ward, Saxton, Gordon, DuBois, and Burns, Not for Ourselves Alone: The Story of Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 55; Kleinberg, Women in the United States, 1830-1945, 63. 
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through their work, reading, and public life caused more women to begin to question how they 

could participate in a society that denied them some of their fundamental human rights. 

Progressive-minded men and women became interested in the idea of "[w]omen's rights demands," 

a concept introduced into the United States by Frances Wright.13 This ideology was used by 

Ernestine L. Rose and Robert Dale Owen in attempts to legally reform marital rights giving women 

more liberal grounds for divorce.14 As the decades passed, women's roles changed, and their 

independence slowly grew as their world views expanded. Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. 

Anthony were growing up during this time. 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony benefitted from the efforts of the earlier 

female reformers, and their individual experiences shaped them into the strong women they 

became. They were both well-educated and supported by their families, albeit in different ways. 

Stanton grew up in a strict Presbyterian family in Johnstown, N.Y, and was told that almost 

everything she did was a sin.15 This caused her to dislike religious authority, so she became slightly 

rebellious, which would fuel her later passion for women’s rights. Her father, Henry Cady, was a 

successful lawyer and judge. She learned ideas about government and laws from him by listening 

to conversations he had with his clients and reading his law books. She was indignant when she 

graduated from Johnstown Academy after learning Greek, Latin, and mathematics with a class of 

boys and was not allowed to attend Union College with them because no girls were being admitted 

there in 1830.16 Instead, she attended Emma Willard’s Troy Female Seminary, where she 

13 DuBois, Woman Suffrage and Women's Rights, 83. 
14 DuBois, Woman Suffrage and Women's Rights, 83. 
15 Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminisceneces 1815-1897 (Boston, MA: Northeastern 

University Press, 1993), 25. 
16 Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminisceneces 1815-1897, 22, 33. 
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continued to take rigorous classes and became even more scientific and rational in her thinking.17 

In her autobiography, Stanton recalled feeling the inequality of her gender regularly. In one 

instance, she was teased by one of her father's law students when he said, "if in due time you should 

be my wife, those ornaments would be mine; I could take them and lock them up, and you could 

never wear them except with my permission."18 Stanton's early education and experiences shaped 

her into the fiery thinker, writer, and speaker she became as an adult. She used these rhetorical 

skills to lead America's women's rights movement. 

Growing up in central New York at the same time as Elizabeth Cady Stanton was Susan 

B. Anthony. Anthony was raised in a Quaker family, and unlike most women of her era, she had 

the good fortune of always thinking herself equal to men and was brought up to be self-assured 

and independent. Her father, a textile mill owner, encouraged her executive abilities. She was 

"taught business principles, and invested with responsibility at an early age."19 He insisted that all 

his daughters receive as much education as possible so that they could be self-reliant. Her father 

recognized in Susan an "ability of a high order" and sent her to boarding school to become a 

teacher.20 While teaching, she realized that female teachers made less money than men and that 

their career paths did not include administrative positions. She deeply felt this injustice and decided 

to commit herself to righting "the wrongs of society."21 She was able to devote herself entirely to 

reform work because she was unmarried and did not have the distractions of a husband and 

children. Anthony made a name for herself as someone with incredible drive and energy within 

the temperance, education, and abolitionist movements. Leaders within these movements 

17 Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminisceneces 1815-1897, 44; Ward, Saxton, Gordon, DuBois, and 

Burns, Not for Ourselves Alone: The Story of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 55. 
18 Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminisceneces 1815-1897, 31-32. 
19 Ida Husted Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1 (The Project Gutenberg, 2005), 58. 
20 Ida Husted Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1 (The Project Gutenberg, 2005), 58. 
21 Ida Husted Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1 (The Project Gutenberg, 2005), 60. 
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recognized her organizational skills, and the temperance society named her their New York State 

field agent. At this time, Anthony did not realize the limitations of her role within these societies. 

As long as her work was behind the scenes and administrative, the male members welcomed her 

presence. She was happy at this time doing the work she loved but would eventually expand 

women’s roles within reform societies to include leadership positions. 

As Anthony used her executive skills to organize meetings, distribute flyers, and raise 

money for the New York State Temperance Society, Elizabeth Cady Stanton was in London. 

Neither woman knew the other at this time, and both were beginning to realize their passion for 

reform work. Stanton had recently married abolitionist Henry Stanton, and they were visiting 

London to honeymoon and attend the World's Anti-Slavery Convention. During this time, Stanton 

met experienced abolitionists William Lloyd Garrison, Abby Kelley, and Lucretia Mott. All were 

outraged when female anti-slavery delegates were denied their seats and not allowed to speak at 

the convention.22 Upon their return to the United States, Stanton and Mott agreed to plan a 

convention to discuss ways American women could achieve greater "liberties."23 

At the first-ever Woman's Rights Convention in Seneca Falls, New York, in 1848, Stanton 

stepped bravely forward. She stood in front of an audience of men and women and spoke publicly 

for the first time. All the injustices she had experienced as a woman poured out of her as she 

presented a Declaration of Sentiments that she had helped write. This document was similar in 

tone and style to the Declaration of Independence, whose message spoke of men’s rights; Stanton 

now spoke with the same eloquence for women’s rights. Her words were awe-inspiring, and this 

was the public’s first glimpse of Stanton’s impressive rhetorical ability. She described women's 

22 Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Ann D. Gordon, and Susan B. Anthony, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton and Susan B. Anthony (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1997), 365. 
23 Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminisceneces 1815-1897, 82-83. 
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status in society and outlined the rights they ought to demand. She based her argument on what 

she knew about philosophy and political theory, and she attacked the institution of American 

government and society from a natural rights perspective. She explained to the audience how 

American women had been the victims of tyrannical men that had denied them their "life, liberty, 

and the pursuit of happiness."24 Never before had a woman so boldly and publicly asked for 

equality with men. She had even dared ask for the "sacred right to the elective franchise," 

something that both Mott and her husband had warned her would make a mockery of the 

convention since “[n]owhere on earth did women have the right to vote.”25 Stanton knew that 

women were unrepresented in government, and without the right to vote, they could not change 

the laws under which they lived.26 All the Declaration of Sentiments’ resolutions passed easily 

except resolution number nine, the right to vote. Frederick Douglass, who understood the power 

of enfranchisement, discussed the resolution further before it passed.27 Stanton had made her 

points, but she knew that American women needed more education to understand their natural 

rights as citizens, especially enfranchisement. At this convention, the foundation was set for the 

women’s rights movement in the United States; the coin was minted, and Stanton’s face appeared 

on one side. Stanton left the convention to return home to her children. Like most women in the 

nineteenth century, she was busy with her domestic life and realized she would need more help 

with this cause to push women's rights forward. 

24 Stanton, Gordon, and Anthony, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. 
Anthony (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1997), 78. 

25 Stanton, Gordon, and Anthony, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 

77. Ward, Saxton, Gordon, DuBois, and Burns, Not for Ourselves Alone: The Story of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and 

Susan B. Anthony, 40. 
26 Stanton, Gordon, and Anthony, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 

79, 97. 
27 Stanton, Gordon, and Anthony, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 

87. 
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That help arrived in the form of Susan B. Anthony, who would become the other side of 

the women’s rights coin. While Stanton was attacking women's rights issues head-on with her 

Declaration of Sentiments, Anthony went in through the back door. She had just been silenced and 

called a "meddlesome disturber" for trying to speak publicly about how women were negatively 

affected by alcohol at a Sons of Temperance meeting held in Albany, N.Y.28 She left the meeting 

frustrated and wondered how she could help women who suffered the abuses of drunken men if 

she was not allowed to speak. She knew it was time for women to organize a female-only 

temperance society. To gather support, Anthony planned to go out and lecture to the women of 

New York State, educating them about their right to speak and be heard about the evils of alcohol 

and its impact on their lives. As confident as she was in her ability to organize and execute this 

campaign, she was unconfident in her ability to write a speech and speak in public. After hearing 

about the Woman’s Rights Convention and reading Stanton's Declaration of Sentiments, she 

realized they had much in common and that Stanton may be willing to help her with her lecture. 

After an abolition meeting led by William Lloyd Garrison, the two had met briefly in Seneca Falls, 

N.Y., so Anthony wrote to her and asked for her help.29 Stanton replied, "I have no doubt a little 

practice will make you an admirable lecturer. I will go to work at once & write you the best lecture 

I can."30 And then she offered this advice "if attacked be good-natured & cool.”31 Stanton and 

Anthony liked and respected each other almost immediately and their partnership to secure more 

rights for American women began. 

28 Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1 (The Project Gutenberg, 2005), 65. 

29 Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminisceneces 1815-1897, 163. 
30 Stanton, Gordon, and Anthony, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 

198. 
31 Stanton, Gordon, and Anthony, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 

198. 
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Anthony took Stanton's words and advice and began lecturing throughout the state on the 

topic of temperance and the importance of forming an all-female temperance society so women 

could freely speak about an issue that seriously affected them. She successfully campaigned for 

and formed the Women's New York State Temperance Society and asked Stanton to be the 

president. They decided not to invite men to join the society or attend any of its meetings. This 

decision was unusual within reform societies at this time which always included men as leaders; 

even Stanton's Woman's Rights Convention relied on the guidance of male members. This decision 

may have seemed small, but it was significant and reflected a societal change in how women began 

expanding their autonomy. For the first time, women's voices would be the only ones heard at a 

reform meeting, and Stanton's was the loudest. Stanton saw her role as an educational one. She 

delivered her speech called TEMPERANCE – WOMAN'S RIGHTS and used some of the same 

points outlined in the Declaration of Sentiments.32 The audience was shocked when they listened 

to Stanton discussing divorce as a means for women to assert their power if they were victims of 

a drunk husband and unhappy.33 She also attacked clergymen and politicians whom she accused 

did not have women's protection at heart and encouraged women to leave their societies and 

churches if they were not recognized as equals and allowed to speak.34 Stanton stayed true to her 

natural rights argument stating that the pursuit of one’s happiness belonged to every human. She 

challenged the women to see the connection between oppressive marriage and property rights 

laws—made by men influenced by archaic religious and political doctrine—with their right to 

35vote. 

32 Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 201. 
33 Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 202. 
34 Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 203. 
35 Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 203. 
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Her speech proved too radical for many women; they thought they had come to hear about 

what they could do for women dealing with drunk husbands –- not divorce and voting. Stanton 

and Anthony were proposing that women step outside their private sphere, but many were not 

comfortable challenging the traditional institutions of religion and government, both of which 

provided structure in their lives. Stanton and Anthony knew their message was controversial, and 

Anthony was fearful that they would lose women's support because of Stanton's words and her 

hard work for temperance would be in vain. Their commitment to gain equal citizenship for women 

overcame all their doubts. They knew they had to educate women about societies’ injustices and 

convince them to see the hypocrisy embedded in American life. It was clear that women were the 

victims of a mixed message. How could the Church call alcohol a sin while at the same time deny 

women the right to divorce their drunk, abusive husbands? Stanton retreated to her home in Seneca 

Falls, N.Y., to have her fifth child, and Anthony carried the torch of women's rights into the field 

to face the harsh criticism of those threatened by women's empowerment. 

The Women’s New York State Temperance Society came under vicious attack. Reverend 

Henry Mandeville said, “when a woman goes out of her sphere…unattended, to make speeches…I 

say she unsexes herself, she is hybrid.”36 Furthermore, Assemblyman Moses D. Gale said, “the 

constitution of the female mind” made women incapable of political thought.37 Stanton and 

Anthony were not discouraged. Both believed that if women’s rights received attention, they were 

educating society even if the discussion was negative. While at home caring for her children, 

Stanton wrote articles and speeches for publications like The Una and The Lily and for Anthony 

to deliver live. Her main topic was women’s rights as human beings; she wrote this for The Lily: 

36 Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 204. 
37 Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 205. 
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“[h]er rights have been trampled on, her happiness wrecked, her affections crushed and outraged, 

her spirits humbled, her person degraded by this legalized curse.”38 While Stanton was busy 

writing at home, Anthony began a lecture tour of New York State educating the public and 

gathering signatures on a petition outlawing liquor manufacture and sales. In 1854, despite their 

efforts, the New York State Legislature did not pass a prohibitory alcohol law.39 This decision 

caused both women to be more convinced than ever that women were powerless and unable to 

affect change without the right to vote; they just had to persuade more people of this fact. They 

were asked to leave the temperance society because of Stanton’s position on divorce, which 

allowed them to focus on expanding women’s property rights, something they saw as an attainable 

goal. In their short time together as partners, they had already increased women’s independence, 

knowledge of their rights as citizens, and women’s comfort speaking in public, and they were 

ready for a new challenge. 

Stanton and Anthony both realized how important it was for women’s financial 

independence to change women’s property rights laws. In 1848, Stanton had worked with 

Ernestine L. Rose on the first Married Woman’s Property Act which expanded women’s rights 

and allowed them to keep the property they entered their marriages with or inherited, but did not 

change the law that allowed women to keep the money they earned for themselves, which by law 

belonged to their husbands.40 This law went a long way in protecting women from wealthier 

backgrounds whose families were concerned about their property falling into the hands of 

irresponsible husbands but did little for women who worked to help support their families.41 

38 Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Elizabeth Cady Stanton Papers: Miscellany, -1945; The Lily, May 1852, 1852, 

Manuscript/Mixed Material. https://www.loc.gov/item/mss412100147/. 
39 Metmuseum.org, accessed November 5, 2021, https//www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/371946. 
40 Mary Beth Norton, Law and History Review 1, (1983), https://doi.org/10.2307/743857, 321; Stanton, 

Eighty Years and More: Reminisceneces 1815-1897,150. 
41 Norton, Law and History Review 1, 320. 
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Anthony became even more aware of women’s “utter dependence on man” while campaigning. 

She often had to ask her father or friends like Wendell Phillips for money to support her travel and 

other reform expenses like advertising, printing pamphlets, room & board, and renting out halls.42 

Further expansion of the 1848 act would require Stanton and Anthony to combine their talents 

again, and they agreed on a strategy. Anthony assumed her role and completed the day-to-day 

work of this campaign. She had the executive ability to manage the logistics and finances of a 

large-scale effort and the time to travel because she did not have a family. Anthony was 

conscientious with her budget, as her detailed bookkeeping records prove. 43 She took on the 

monumental task of visiting all sixty counties in the state by train, stagecoach, horseback, and foot, 

which was exhausting and time-consuming.44 While campaigning, Anthony relied on Stanton, who 

was at home taking care for her children, to write her speeches. Anthony wrote, “I can’t get up a 

decent document, so for the love of me, & for the saving of the reputation of womanhood…set 

yourself about the work.”45 Anthony realized Stanton was distracted by her children and far from 

the cause, so she encouraged her to “get all on fire, & be as cross as you please.”46 Their 

dependence on each other was mutual. At times Stanton felt isolated while at home in Seneca Falls; 

she needed Anthony to provide her with information from the field, which kept her in touch with 

the issues and inspired her to write persuasive arguments that increased women’s rights. 

Armed with six thousand signatures supporting a property law change, Stanton and 

Anthony believed the time was right to present their petition to the New York State Legislature.47 

42 Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1, 48, 103 & 122. 
43 Stanton, Gordon, and Anthony, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 

331. 
44 Ida Husted Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1 (The Project Gutenberg, 2005), 123. 
45 Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 321. 
46 Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 323. 
47 Ward, Saxton, Gordon, DuBois, and Burns, Not for Ourselves Alone: The Story of Elizabeth Cady 
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Stanton wrote the address asking legislators to consider expanding the 1848 Married Woman’s 

Property Act; she did not personally deliver this address as is often historically understood.48 

Instead, Anthony placed a copy of the address on each legislator’s desk. Eventually, the women 

received a condescending response from Albany, “they would recommend that the parties apply 

for a law authorizing them to change dresses, that the husband may wear petticoats and the wife 

breeches.”49 Both women were disappointed in the outcome, and Anthony was emotionally and 

physically exhausted from her travels, but they stayed committed to the cause. Anthony did what 

any level-headed businessperson of that time would do. She took out a life insurance policy on 

herself and sought the advice of a phrenologist, whose report assured her she had the “intellect,” 

“ambition,” “thoroughness,” “efficiency,” and “planning talent” for this type of work.50 Neither 

woman knew the size of the mountain that was before them, but they did not give up on their belief 

in expanding women’s rights. 

It took four more years of relentless petitioning by Anthony to get the expanded act in front 

of the legislature again. During this time, she was responsible for raising money, printing, and 

circulating thousands of petitions, and canvassing door to door educating women about their rights. 

Women still did not understand they were equal to men, and they would often slam the door in her 

face stating they "had all the rights they wanted."51 Women of this period often had many children 

to care for, and they were worried that any disruption in the balance of power in their families 

might cause them additional hardships. Anthony often felt alone and frustrated when out 

48 Stanton, Gordon, and Anthony, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 

240. 
49 Stanton, Gordon, and Anthony, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 

240. 
50 Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1, 85, 136. 
51 Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminiscences 1815-), 192; Ida Husted Harper, The Life and Work of 

Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1 (The Project Gutenberg, 2005), 108. 
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campaigning, believing most women had fallen into a dark hole of marriage and motherhood. She 

said, "[w]hen society is rightly organized, the wife and mother will have time…and will know that 

the limits of her sphere, the extent of her duties, are prescribed by the measure of her ability."52 

Stanton, on the other hand, was feeling the overwhelming burden of being at home caring of seven 

children; she wrote to Anthony, saying, "I pace up and down these two chambers of mine like a 

caged lioness, longing to bring nursing and housekeeping cares to a close."53 Finally, in 1860, 

Stanton used all of that bottled-up resentment and delivered a powerful speech to the Judiciary 

Committee in Albany, once again asking for expanded property rights for women. That evening 

she was complimented on her speech by Amory D. Mayo, who wrote to her and said she had made 

a "beautiful impression" and that she was "'the head and front of' this offense against the oppressors 

of woman[kind?].”54 Stanton and Anthony celebrated their first women's rights triumph when the 

act passed. Thanks to the effectiveness of their partnership, women in New York were now allowed 

to freely own property and keep their earned money, which gave them more economic equality 

and greater independence in their marriages.55 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony’s partnership took on a familiar rhythm, 

and they developed a deep trust in one another. They believed that they could accomplish anything 

to expand women’s rights by working together, and their thoughts turned again to women’s 

suffrage. Their “systematized” process, which had led to success, had not gone unnoticed, 

especially the way Anthony canvassed the state of New York.56 She was so tactical in her approach 

that she earned the nickname “Napoleon,” and the American Anti-Slavery Society asked her to 

52 Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1, 134. 
53 Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 325. 
54 Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 407-408. 
55 Norton, Law and History Review 1, 321; Ellen Carol DuBois, Woman Suffrage and Women's 

Rights, (New York, NY: New York University Press, 1998), 88. 
56 Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1, 111. 
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become their field agent.57 This job would be Anthony’s first paid position as a reformer, and she 

was flattered that she had been recognized for her ability by men who were considered the “brains 

and conscience of this period of reforms.”58 This was a sign that she and Stanton had begun to 

change society’s perception of women as irrational and dependent; women were becoming more 

publicly visible and accepted as intelligent leaders. 

Anthony and Stanton saw no conflict in combining an anti-slavery message with a 

women’s rights one. They believed natural rights belonged to all men and women, black and white. 

This campaign proved difficult for Anthony, who was out canvassing door to door again, educating 

people on multiple human rights messages. During this time, the country was preparing for the 

Civil War, and reformers felt the full force of the public’s resistance to change, especially efforts 

to end slavery. Anthony faced angry mobs who yelled, “shut up,” “sit down,” and “go it, Susan,” 

and Stanton realized that their fight for women’s rights might disappear in this storm.59 Again, in 

1860, armed with a petition that Anthony had circulated and four thousand women had signed, 

Stanton spoke before the New York State Legislature, this time to secure woman suffrage.60 In her 

speech, she compared the political status of white women to slaves and said, “[t]he negro’s skin 

and the woman’s sex are both prima facie evidence that they were intended to be in subjection to 

the white Saxon man.”61 She stated it is time for men to stop protecting women from the “grossness 

and vulgarity of public life” and the “rude jest or jostle at the polls,” when in fact, these same 

women when alone at night are the victims of the “drunkard, the gambler, the licentious man, the 

57 Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1, 111. 
58 Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1, 137. 
59 Harper, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, vol. 1, 103. 
60 Ward, Saxton, Gordon, DuBois, and Burns, Not for Ourselves Alone: The Story of Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 73. 
61 Ellen Carol DuBois and Richard Cándida Smith, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Feminist as Thinker A Reader 

in Documents and Essays (New York: New York University Press, 2007), 172. 
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rogue, and the villain.”62 Stanton asserted that women must be granted their full right to citizenship 

in the form of the vote to protect themselves. Despite these powerful words, the New York State 

Legislature voted against women’s suffrage. Later, Judge Hurlburt, author of “Human Rights,” 

told Stanton, “[y]ou have the argument, but custom and prejudice are against you, and they are 

stronger than truth and logic.”63 Disappointed, she and Anthony had believed anything was 

possible as partners. They were beginning to realize that securing the right to vote for women was 

going to be difficult but had no idea they would spend the rest of their lives pursuing this goal and 

that the coming decade would present new challenges. 

The next obstacle Stanton and Anthony faced presented itself in the form of the Civil War. 

They changed their women’s rights strategy during this time but remained committed to one 

another as partners. Stanton and Anthony believed that if they put their fight for woman suffrage 

aside and concentrated on the emancipation of slaves, women would be recognized for their work 

toward this cause and be given the right to vote at the end of the war. They thought those in power 

would see the connection between the freedom of slaves and that of “sound principles of 

government” that guaranteed liberty and equality to every human being.64 Together with their 

abolitionist friends, they formed the National Loyal League.65 Stanton and Anthony fell into their 

familiar pattern of work. Anthony coordinated the efforts of women volunteers across the country 

who petitioned for three hundred thousand signatures to end slavery.66 And Stanton wrote that 

“women of the Revolution” are ready “to pledge our time, our means, our talents, and our lives, if 

62 DuBois and Smith, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Feminist as Thinker A Reader in Documents and Essays, 

173-174. 
63 Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminiscences 1815-1897, 197, 199. 
64 Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminiscences 1815-1897, 235. 
65 Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminiscences 1815-1897, 235. 
66 Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, “History of Woman Suffrage, Volume II,” The Project Gutenberg ebook of 

History of Woman Suffrage, Volume II, February 9, 2009, https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/28039/pg28039-

images.html, 94-95. 
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need be, to secure the final and complete consecration of America to freedom.”67 At the end of the 

war, women’s patriotic efforts were applauded; however, the Republicans they helped win the war 

did not reward their efforts with female suffrage. Stanton and Anthony were bitter when they lost 

Republicans’ support and felt betrayed by their friends in the Anti-Slavery Society, who now 

turned their attention to enfranchising the freedmen. These powerful men decided it would be the 

“negro’s hour,” and in the words of Wendell Phillips, “[v]otes for women … would have to wait.”68 

Stanton and Anthony were not discouraged. They knew that if they could get female 

suffrage included as a federal amendment during reconstruction, they would save themselves years 

of hardship petitioning for the vote on a state-by-state basis. They vehemently argued for universal 

suffrage, and Stanton said, “[n]o country has had or ever will have peace until every citizen has a 

voice in the government…let us leave behind the dead skin of class legislation” and “try universal 

suffrage.”69 They asked Congress to include woman suffrage in the Fourteenth Amendment and 

were shocked when it did not, and worse, the word “male” had been introduced into the 

Constitution for the first time.70 They changed their argument to one of educated suffrage and 

asked for women’s suffrage to be included again in the Fifteenth Amendment and were denied. 

Stanton and Anthony now knew they were facing an “aristocracy of sex,” and men could not be 

trusted.71 Black women who had been victims of their skin color, continued to be victimized 

because of their sex. Black suffragist Sojourner Truth sided with Stanton and Anthony and 

believed “if colored men get their rights, and not colored women theirs, …the colored men will be 

67 Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminiscences 1815-1897, 238. 
68 Ward, Saxton, Gordon, DuBois, and Burns, Not for Ourselves Alone: The Story of Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 102. 
69 Stanton, The Selected Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 551. 
70 Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, “History of Woman Suffrage, Volume II,” 91. 
71 DuBois and Smith, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Feminist as Thinker A Reader in Documents and Essays, 

189. 
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masters over the women, and it will be just as bad as it was before.”72 Stanton and Anthony feared 

that without a federal amendment guaranteeing American women enfranchisement, it would be 

decades before women realized their full rights as citizens and could legally vote. 

Stanton and Anthony had worked as partners for women’s rights for almost two decades 

by this time in history. They had made significant gains for American women in society, like 

improving women’s knowledge of their natural rights as citizens, increasing their economic status 

through changes in property laws allowing them to earn a living, and improving society’s 

acceptance of women as independent and intelligent human beings. Even without equal 

representation in government, women were now more accepted and allowed a political opinion in 

public and the press. However, Stanton and Anthony remained frustrated by their inability to gain 

mass support for woman suffrage which they saw as the most significant barrier to securing the 

vote. Now that Stanton’s children were grown, she could travel more with Anthony, and they 

headed westward. They used all means of transportation, including the newly constructed 

Transcontinental Railroad, to lecture and campaign for woman suffrage. Stanton admirably said 

of Anthony that she worked “indefatigably in planning and advertising meetings, distributing 

tracts, sending posters to different places, and attending to all the minutiae and drudgery of an 

extensive campaign.”73 Their efforts, along with other women suffragists led to the 

enfranchisement of women in the territories of Wyoming and Utah in 1869 and 1870 

respectively.74 All of this work was expensive and they were running out of money to continue 

72 Ward, Saxton, Gordon, DuBois, and Burns, Not for Ourselves Alone: The Story of Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 51. 
73 Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, “History of Woman Suffrage, Volume II,” 254. 
74 Wheeler, One Woman One Vote: Rediscovering the Woman Suffrage Movement, 99. 
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their campaign because they had lost the financial support of their Republican and abolitionist 

friends, whose focus was on the freedmen. 

Desperate for financial help, they aligned themselves with a controversial businessman 

from Kansas named George Francis Train. Train, who promised them he would help them win the 

vote for women as he campaigned for president, stated, “[w]oman first, negro last is my 

programme.”75 With his support, but more importantly his money Stanton and Anthony’s message 

became more defiant. For the first time, they spread a women’s rights message to a national 

audience in their newspaper called The Revolution.76 They were making progress improving 

women’s rights in some areas but were frustrated by years of agitation that had not resulted in 

women’s national enfranchisement. The passage of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, 

granting black men equal citizenship and the right to vote, had angered and insulted them. In 

Stanton’s address to the American Equal Rights Association in 1869, she proposed a Sixteenth 

Amendment granting the right of suffrage to all citizens regardless of sex. This address was full of 

vitriol, and she used sexist, racial, and ethnic epithets. Stanton said, “[t]hink of Patrick and Sambo 

and Hans and Yung Tung, who do not know the difference between a monarchy and a republic, 

who cannot read the Declaration of Independence or Webster’s spelling book, making laws.”77 

Stanton’s words were offensive, but she made no apologies for them. Criticized by reformers like 

Lucy Stone and Frederick Douglass for being controversial and hurtful, Stanton and Anthony split 

from them to form the National Woman Suffrage Association. From this point forward, in their 

75 Stanton, History of Woman Suffrage, Volume II,” 245. 
76 Stanton, Eighty Years and More: Reminiscences 1815-1897, 257. 
77 DuBois and Smith, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Feminist as Thinker A Reader in Documents and Essays, 

196. 
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fight for woman suffrage, they remained confident in their vision that women could not rest until 

they were seen as man’s equal, even if this vision was considered radical. 

For the next three decades, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony selflessly stayed 

committed to their belief in women’s rights, especially suffrage, regardless of the criticism they 

endured and the disappointments they experienced along the way. They tirelessly crisscrossed the 

country, speaking to anyone who would listen. Historian Ann D. Gordon said, “[n]o reformers – 

indeed, no politicians – rivaled the miles logged by Stanton and Anthony.”78 Stanton’s words were 

forceful, and Anthony’s drive unrelenting. Stanton said, “I am the better writer, she the better critic. 

She supplied the facts and statistics, I the philosophy and rhetoric.”79 They were the two sides of 

the same women’s rights coin. Wherever they went, they spoke to women of their equality with 

men and encouraged them to question the authority of the church and state, which had oppressed 

them for centuries. They left in their wake a new and younger generation of women who continued 

to spread their women’s rights message in their communities long after they had gone. During 

1848-1870, Stanton and Anthony’s partnership, which blended different but equally important 

abilities, resulted in more rights for American women, which led them toward greater equality. 

Women were now more educated about their rights, wrote and spoke confidently in the press and 

public, had greater economic independence, and could vote in two territories. Neither Stanton nor 

Anthony, however, lived to see the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920, which finally 

granted all American women the right to vote.  

78 Ward, Saxton, Gordon, DuBois, and Burns, Not for Ourselves Alone: The Story of Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, 163. 
79 Stanton, Anthony, and Gage, “History of Woman Suffrage, Volume 1,” 459. 
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A SCOTTISH TERRIER 

NAMED FALA 

AND AN IMPACT ON A 

NATION 
How did the Presidential pet, a Scottish Ferrier named Fala, impact the 

United States during Wartime and after? 

Sarah Sebald 

Graduating Spring 2023, Major in English & Minors in History, Religion, & Society 

As the United States became involved in the Second World War, Americans found 

themselves thrown into the midst of a patriotic effort of unforeseen proportions. On the frontlines 

of Europe and the Pacific, military troops and volunteers fought bravely to defend democracy from 

the threat of fascism, while those at home contributed to the war by rationing materials, going to 

work, and supporting one another. Through these actions, icons of the mid-40s were born, and 

representations of wartime America like Rosie the Riveter or Victory Gardens became household 

terms and concepts. At the same time, voters in the United States were re-electing the president, 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, for his third (in 1940) and fourth (in 1944) terms. The only president 

to exceed two terms, FDR’s presidency had many firsts. However, one aspect of the F.D. 

Roosevelt’s White House that mimicked those of presidents’ prior was the inclusion of a family 

pet. Murray the Outlaw of Falahill, affectionately nicknamed Fala, was a Scottish Terrier gifted to 
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the President by his cousin. Over the course of the dog’s time as a Roosevelt, he helped protect 

Americans abroad, traveled alongside FDR while he tended to diplomatic relations, and became a 

sensation on the home front, all while unintentionally impacting the way Americans viewed the 

Second World War. 

Born on April 7, 1940, Fala was originally named ‘Big Boy’ on account of his lively 

demeanor.80 As a puppy, Fala had had several different owners and was initially adopted by the 

owner of his father, who then passed Fala along to Margaret L. Suckley.81 Suckley later gifted the 

little black dog to her cousin, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who had been looking to get a 

pet dog. Before owning Fala, FDR had owned another Scottish Terrier, who was also named 

Murray, the Outlaw of Falahill, a name he pulled from one of his Scottish Ancestors.82 

Because Fala would be spending most of his time at the White House, it was required for 

him to be trained. He was taught how to sit, lay down, rollover, and jump as well as how to walk 

nicely on a leash.83 Furthermore, Fala was also taught how to “speak”—but rather than bark loudly 

as most dogs do, he was taught to bark at a lower volume so he wouldn’t interrupt important 

meetings at the White House.84 Once the dog had settled into 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Fala was 

President Roosevelt’s near-constant companion. In one anecdote told by Suckley, Fala went 

fishing with the President and taught himself to mimic the fish that had been caught and laid on 

the boat deck. She writes, “A silvery body leapt into the air — and so did Fala…tip-toeing up to 

80 Margaret Suckley, et al, The True Story of Fala (S & P Pub., 1997), 5. 

81 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 4. 

82 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 5. 

83 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 8,12. 

84 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 8. 
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the fish, [which would] flip-flop and [Fala would] jump.”85 President Roosevelt was rarely found 

without the dog by his side and requested that Fala eat in his study and sleep at the foot of his bed 

in a chair.86 The President went as far as to require that his staff did not feed Fala and that every 

piece of food, down to the last drop, come from him after an incident landed Fala in the veterinary 

hospital, two weeks after he began to live at the White House.87 His hospital stay was the direct 

result of being overfed, as the staff was unable to resist giving him treats when he would beg.88 

Aside from being the president’s shadow, Fala also acted as a successful campaign tool. 

While campaigning for his fourth term, President Roosevelt’s popularity had decrease, and the 

American public began to favor his Republican opponent: Thomas E. Dewey.89 No longer pictured 

as a strong and youthful man, Roosevelt’s gaunt appearance was concerning to many of his 

constituents. As an attempt to reassure voters, Roosevelt kicked off the campaign by giving a 

speech to the Teamsters Union in Washington, D.C..90 It covered matters of the Depression, 

hypocrisies being provided by the Republican party, and the manner in which they would get past 

the economic misfortunes of the past.91 His speech, while successful, would not have been nearly 

as impactful were it not for Fala. Already admired by the American people, Fala became even 

more so once the President spoke: 

85 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 54. 

86 Doris Kearns Goodwin, NO ORDINARY TIME (SIMON & SCHUSTER PAPERBACKS, 1994), 200. 

87 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 14 

88 Goodwin, NO ORDINARY TIME, 200. 

89 Goodwin, NO ORDINARY TIME, 547. 

90 Goodwin, NO ORDINARY TIME, 548. 

91 Goodwin, NO ORDINARY TIME, 548. 
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These Republican leaders have not been content with attacks on me, or my wife, or my 

sons. No, not content with that, they now include my little dog, Fala. Well, of course, I 

don’t resent attacks, and my family doesn’t resent attacks, but Fala does resent them. You 

know, Fala is scotch, and being a Scottie, as soon as he learned that the Republican fiction 

writers in Congress and out had concocted a story that I had left him behind on the Aleutian 

Islands … his Scotch soul was furious. He has not been the same dog since. I am 

accustomed to hearing malicious falsehoods about myself . . . but I think I have a right to 

resent, to object to libelous statements about my dog.92 

As the speech was broadcast throughout the United States via radio, the laughter shared amongst 

the audience in the banquet hall with the President extended into the home of Americans.93 In 

addition to greatly increasing the president’s popularity, Roosevelt’s “Fala Speech” also created 

quite a stir. In a TIME Magazine article, the rumor that inspired the speech was discussed: 

Harold Knutson, 63, one of the most incorrigible rumormongers in Congress, was at it 

again last week. Mr. Knutson told his colleagues about ‘the rumor that Fala, that little 

Scotty dog, had been inadvertently left behind at the Aleutians on the [President's] return 

trip, and that they did not discover the absence of the little doggie until the party reached 

Seattle, and that it is rumored a destroyer was sent a thousand miles to fetch him…in a 

statement made by Drew Pearson in his radio broadcast a week ago ... he said that the 

President's trip cost the American taxpayers $20,000,000.94 

92 Goodwin, NO ORDINARY TIME, 548. 

93 Goodwin, NO ORDINARY TIME, 548. 

94 “Doggie Story,” 1944, TIME Magazine 44 (11): 18. 
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The notion that a completely fictitious rumor about a little dog had enough influence to create such 

a large impact on wartime politics is almost humorous. However, given that this speech is one of 

the most commonly cited reasons for the President’s fourth inauguration, it is clear that Fala was 

extremely popular amongst the general public. 

By all accounts, Fala’s presence was a sure signifier that President Roosevelt was nearby. 

In a meeting with the Office of Civil Defense, as the First Lady was addressing her audience, Fala 

came running up to Eleanor’s side. As she knelt down to pet the dog’s head, she smiled and said, 

“That means the President is home.”95 The knowledge that Fala was FDR’s pet was also known 

by American soldiers. On President Roosevelt’s visit to the Tuscaloosa, a large carrier ship, Fala 

came along.96 When it was safe to do so, the Scottish Terrier was permitted to roam freely on deck. 

On one particularly hot day, many of the soldiers had laid down on the deck in an attempt to cool 

off and relax. However, this moment did not last long, as Fala came running along and began to 

lick them, causing them to jump up.97 Aside from keeping morale high amongst the troops, Fala’s 

name was also used as a means to keep them safe. 

As the war in Europe raged on, Allied troops prepared for the Battle of the Bulge. As one 

of the deadliest battles in the Second World War, there were many security concerns. With rumors 

of German soldiers riding around dressed in American uniforms, Americans struggled to trust the 

troops around them.98 As a result, more security checks were installed, and soldiers were asked for 

a password once they arrived at such a check. Soldiers were asked questions on state capitals, 

95 Goodwin, NO ORDINARY TIME, 287. 

96 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 51. 

97 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 52. 

98 Charles B. MacDonald, A Time for Trumpets: The Untold Story of the Battle of the Bulge, (William 

Morrow, 1985), 226. 
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sports teams, and celebrities, as well as “What is the name of the President’s dog?.”99 If other 

soldiers responded with “Fala”, they were safe and could be trusted. The fact that Fala had 

infiltrated American pop culture to the extent of protecting the lives of American servicemen is no 

small feat, and the effects were felt nearly just as strongly on the home front. 

Many World War II personalities and patriotisms recognized by the American public of 

the 1940s are still popular today. The now-famous Rosie the Riveters, Norman Rockwell 

illustrations, and Victory Gardens of wartime America were ways for women, men, and children 

to support their country in the war overseas. The riveters who stepped up and kept factories running 

at levels more efficient than pre-war production ensured that necessary war technologies were 

made for the battlefields, while Victory Gardens allowed neighbors and families to produce food 

without using up essential rations. Furthermore, the posters and products that resulted from such 

efforts exerted a strong sense of patriotism and pride in the United States. They also helped to 

boost morale and hope in homes across the country. An unconventional morale-booster, however, 

was Fala. 

The comparisons between Fala and other icons of the time may not seem initially relevant. 

However, there are more similarities than differences. First, was Fala’s popularity. Throughout 

FDR’s presidency, the little dog gained almost celebrity-like status, earning gasps of amazement 

and adoration from most crowds that saw him alongside the President. In fact, Fala became so well 

known that he received a letter from the president of an organization called Bundles for Britain, 

which said, “Dear Fala, as the first dog of the U.S.A. and a leader of all loyal American Canines, 

you will be pleased to know that we are extremely happy to have you as National President of 

99 MacDonald, A Time for Trumpets, 226. 
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Barkers for Britain, and the first dog to wear our medal.”100 As a member of this organization, Fala 

had a donation made on his behalf which helped restore heavily bombed areas in Britain and 

provided an example for other pet owners to follow.101 

Fala also received an unusual amount of fan mail for any member of the White House, let 

alone the presidential pet. As a result, Fala was appointed his very own secretary so he would be 

able to read and respond to the letters.102 Writers of Fala’s mail included schoolchildren, adults, 

and other dogs. Roosevelt’s cousin, Margaret Suckley, includes some of the letters in her book, 

The True Story of Fala. One letter read, “Dear Fala, You are indeed a fine fellow to take on the 

Presidency of the Barkers for Britain League and I am writing to ask you if you will allow me to 

join it. I would indeed be very, very proud to wear your badge . . . I belong to the Tail-Waggers 

Club, do you? Anyhow, here’s a wag of the tail to a real pal, from Aberdeen Terrier Beau.”103 

Another letter, addressed to the President, was written by a class of elementary school students. 

They were inquiring about a photo of Fala ‘reading’ one of his letters that had been published in 

their Weekly Reader.104 Together, the class wrote, “How can a dog write a letter? How can Fala 

read a letter? Can a dog really read?”105 In addition to stimulating the minds of students, pictures 

of Fala also incited the questions of adults. 

The way in which Fala was able to make adults think more about the United States’ 

involvement in the war adds another similarity between the dog and other figures of WWII. This 

100 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 41. 

101 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 37. 

102 “The Famous Fala,” 2010, Cobblestone 31 (5): 50. 

103 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 42. 

104 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 39. 

105 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 39. 
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was largely due to his ability to make people think about the restrictions being imposed by the war 

and consider the bigger impact of their actions on the war effort. In a now-famous picture of the 

Roosevelts’ family pet, Fala is shown biting into a large birthday cake. Aside from being an 

unconventional treat for a dog, the image received mixed reactions from people. While most people 

enjoyed the light-hearted image, others thought the celebration was mildly inappropriate, given 

that the United States was at war. One Pennsylvanian man in particular, Carl Hauch, was concerned 

about the image it sent. He wrote to TIME Magazine, “In TIME (April 17) you published a picture 

of Fala and his birthday cake. The White House must have a surplus of ration points to be able to 

bake a cake for a dog . . . Surely, Fala could have celebrated his birthday with a larger portion of 

regular dog food.”106 A valid concern, the magazine wrote back, “Considering his position and 

public interest therein, Fala can hardly be held accountable for his birthday goings-on. Moreover, 

he did not eat the cake: after sticking his paws in it and taking a couple of bites, Fala was hustled 

off by a stern Secret Service man to his kitchen bone.”107 As the magazine suggests, Fala was not 

the one making decisions for his birthday—as he was, after all, just a dog. However, because of 

his popularity amongst the public, the White House recognized the impact Fala was having on 

people and attempted to create an image that would bring some happiness to readers. The 

unintended effect, however, as evidenced by Mr. Hauch, was that it attracted attention to greater 

issues at hand. 

The last way that Fala shares a similarity between himself and the other symbols of the 

1940s is through the lasting legacy he left behind. Unfortunately, Fala would die of old age at 

106 Loyde O. Aukerman, Carl O. Hauch, Obert M. Baldwin, Elizabeth A. Black, William James Chase, 

Ralph G. Bray, Stephen Ford, Julius S. Miller, EDW. L. Spaulding, and Patricia Allen, 1944, “LETTERS,” TIME 

Magazine 43 (19): 4–6. 

107 Aukerman, “LETTERS,” 4-6 
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eleven in 1952.108 However, prior to his death, he was the subject of a short film, attended 

government meetings, and traveled the world. In the short film, produced by MGM, Fala was 

followed around the White House, providing movie watchers with a day in the life of the Scottish 

Terrier.109 Despite “sometimes steal[ing] the show” at press conferences, the role was Fala’s first 

official movie role.110 Fala also attended FDR’s funeral. Only barking at the funeral gun salute, 

Fala stayed relatively quiet during the ceremony and even rolled over during the hymn, 

coincidentally performing the late President’s favorite trick.111 After his owner’s death, Fala was 

cared for by Eleanor Roosevelt until he passed away. The little dog was buried near Franklin D. 

Roosevelt on the grounds of the family home in Hyde Park, New York.112 However, Fala’s legacy 

lives on as he is memorialized in Bronze at the FDR memorial in Washington D.C.113 As the only 

presidential pet memorialized in such a manner, Fala permanently sits at Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt’s side, just as he did when the White House was his home.114 

Overall, the impact that Fala has had on American culture, both within wartime and out, is 

widely spread throughout the periods he spent in Washington D.C. Initially given to the president 

as a present, Fala ended up stealing the hearts of the President and those closest to him. As a public 

figure, Fala was able to boost morale amongst the general public by ‘reading’ and responding to 

fan mail, sitting in during group photos of world leaders, and starring in his very own movie. 

108 “Fala (U.S. National Park Service),” National Parks Service, U.S. Department of the Interior. 

109 “1943,” 1993, American Heritage 44 (2): 45. 

110 “1943,” 45. 

111 Kathleen Adams, and Janice M. Horowitz, 1997, “Time Capsule,” TIME Magazine 149 (22): 27. 

112 “Fala (U.S. National Park Service).” 

113 “Fala (U.S. National Park Service).” 

114 “The Famous Fala.” 
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Furthermore, the Roosevelts’ Scottish Terrier was the star of his very own short film and is now 

eternally memorialized in bronze in the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial in D.C. On multiple 

occasions, Fala acted as a good example for people and their pets alike. By donating money and 

becoming President of the Barkers for Britain, even Fala was able to contribute to the war effort. 

As a pet, Fala was always right on the heels of the President, including when he was not permitted 

to come. On the way to FDR’s third inauguration, Fala snuck out the door of the White House and 

climbed up into the carriage alongside the President, taking up the seat of Senator Barkley and the 

Speaker of the house.115 The little dog was removed by the Secret Service and the event carried on 

as planned. Lastly, Fala was able to keep troops safe overseas in Europe while they used his name 

as a safeguard, entertain military personnel on the USS Tuscaloosa, and provide Americans with 

brief moments of escape from the war. Through these actions, Fala was able to positively impact 

the United States during a tumultuous wartime period while unknowingly impacting the future. 

115 Suckley, The True Story of Fala, 32. 
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ENCOUNTERING 

‘INDIAN COUNTRY’ 

American National Character in the West and the Vietnam War 
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The story of the American West is widely considered to exemplify courage, freedom, and 

bold determination—values that many feel are intrinsic to the American spirit. However, the reality 

is much more complex. The West was also a proving ground for darker elements of American 

history—elements like cultural ignorance, imperialism, racism, and violence. These elements 

intensified in the crucible of the American West, but they certainly did not disappear at the close 

of the Western frontier. After all, as Wallace Stegner contends, “[t]he West is America, only more 

so.”116 Accordingly, these elements have continued to influence American politics and society 

even to the present day. Perhaps nowhere are they more evident than in the involvement of the 

United States in the Vietnam War, which bears remarkable similarities to the story of the American 

West. In both the West and in Vietnam, the behavior of the United States was characterized by 

116 Stegner, quoted in Chris Magoc, American West (Erie, PA: Mercyhurst University), Fall 2021 

semester. 
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racism, a belief in American exceptionalism, and ultimately great violence; analysis of these 

parallels can provide valuable insight into the American character. 

White Americans brought to the West a confidence in their own racial superiority, and their 

encounters with Native Americans reflected this belief. Frequently, white Americans drew a 

distinction between ‘civilized people’—white, Protestant settlers—and Native American savagery, 

a distinction repeated time and again at all levels of American society. The Declaration of 

Independence cemented the notion of Native American savagery into the founding documents of 

the nation, describing “the inhabitants of our frontiers” as “merciless Indian Savages, whose 

known rule of warfare, is an undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.”117 This 

notion influenced government policy in negotiating with Native Americans, emboldening 

Americans with arrogance to renege on their treaties with Native tribes. For the American 

government, treaties were a means “by which ignorant, intractable, and savage people were 

induced without bloodshed to yield up what civilized people had the right to possess.”118 Cultural 

ignorance exacerbated white Americans’ racism toward Native Americans. Even peaceable, 

friendly Native Americans appeared alien to the majority of white American settlers, who did not 

understand their customs and considered them to be “savage and barbarous.”119 American 

anthropologist Samuel George Morton exemplified this belief in his ‘scientific’ writings: “They 

devour the most disgusting [foods] uncooked and uncleaned, and seem to have no idea beyond 

providing for the present moment ... [t]heir mental faculties, from infancy to old age, present a 

117 “Declaration of Independence,” July 4, 1776, National Archives, https://www.archives.gov/founding-

docs/declaration-transcript. 

118 George W. Towns, quoted in Chris Magoc, American West (Erie, PA: Mercyhurst University), Fall 

2021 semester. 

119 Robert V. Hine and John Mack Faragher, The American West: A New Interpretive History (New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 2000): 376. 
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continued childhood.”120 The racism and ignorance of white Americans contributed to a perception 

of Native Americans as not only savage and uncivilized, but subhuman.121 

Decades after the close of the frontier, the tendency of white Americans toward cultural 

ignorance and racism, displayed so prominently throughout the history of the American West, was 

evident in Americans’ perceptions of the Vietnamese throughout the Vietnam War. American 

soldiers were taken aback by the practices of the Vietnamese, with accounts that parallel the words 

of Samuel George Morton a century prior. One soldier recalled, “All that many of us could think 

... was that we were fools to be ready to die for people who defecate in public, whose food was 

dirtier than anything in our garbage cans back home.”122 Another, shocked by the poverty of 

Vietnamese peasants, wrote, “The people live like pigs. They don’t know how to use soap. When 

they have to go to the bathroom, they go wherever they’re standing, they don’t care who is 

looking.”123 The cornerstones of Vietnamese culture, like the focus on community over 

individualism, village customs, and the significance of ancestors, seemed incomprehensible to 

many Americans.124 Just as in the American West, ignorance translated into racism. Soldiers 

frequently used epithets like “gook” and “slope” in reference to the Vietnamese, viewing them 

120 Morton, quoted in Facing History and Ourselves, “Race Theory,” in Stolen Lives: The Indigenous 

Peoples of Canada and the Indian Residential Schools (Facing History and Ourselves, 2021): 

https://www.facinghistory.org/stolen-lives-indigenous-peoples-canada-and-indian-residential-schools/chapter-

2/race-theory. 

121 John Horgan, “Thanksgiving and the Myth of Native American ‘Savages,’” Scientific American, Nov. 

21, 2016, https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/thanksgiving-and-the-myth-of-native-american-savages/. 

122 Erickson, quoted in Loren Baritz, Backfire: A History of How American Culture Led Us into Vietnam 

and Made Us Fight the Way We Did. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998): 25. 

123 John Dabonka, “Letter to Mom and Dad,” in A Vietnam War Reader: A Documentary History From 

American and Vietnamese Perspectives, ed. Michael Hunt (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 

2010): 128. EBSCOhost. 

124 Baritz, Backfire, 19-20. 
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with hatred.125 American culture seemed superior and more civilized, and some Americans were 

frustrated by the resistance of the Vietnamese to American efforts to teach them “better ways of 

livin’.”126 Raised on Hollywood Westerns, American soldiers called the Vietnamese jungle ‘Indian 

country;’clearly, the parallels between the history of the American West and the American 

experience in Vietnam in regard to the relationship between whites and native peoples were evident 

to the young soldiers themselves.127 Those parallels reveal the longevity and pervasiveness of the 

American belief in cultural superiority and indicate a deeply-rooted strain of white supremacy 

present within American culture. 

Another key legacy of the American West that greatly influenced American involvement 

in Vietnam were the ideas of Manifest Destiny, which originated to justify America’s westward 

expansion in the nineteenth century.128 John O’Sullivan was one of the main proponents of these 

ideas, arguing that the United States was fundamentally superior to other nations of the world by 

virtue of the “truths of God in our minds, beneficent objects in our hearts, and ... clear conscience 

unsullied by the past.”129 These ideas echo Puritan leader John Winthrop’s declaration that the 

United States was a “‘City upon a Hill,’” a moral beacon for the rest of the world.130 Manifest 

Destiny carried heavy religious overtones, conveying the idea of America as the “nation of human 

progress” specially selected by Divine Providence not only to act as an example of morality but 

125 William Kahane, “Recalling Conditions in Support Bases,” in A Vietnam War Reader: A Documentary 

History From American and Vietnamese Perspectives, ed. Michael Hunt (Chapel Hill: The University of North 

Carolina Press, 2010): 151. EBSCOhost. 

126 Harper, quoted in Baritz, Backfire, 20. 

127 Baritz, Backfire, 51-52. 

128 Hine and Faragher, American West, 199-200. 

129 John O’Sullivan, “The Great Nation of Futurity.” The United States Democratic Review, 6 (November 

1839): 427. HathiTrust Digital Library, 

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=coo.31924085376634&view=1up&seq=350. 

130 Baritz, Backfire, 26. 
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also to spread civilization and freedom.131 Therefore, Manifest Destiny did not only act as a 

confirmation of American cultural superiority. It was also a call to action, encouraging “the 

American people ... to subdue the continent ... to teach old nations a new civilization ... and to shed 

blessings around the world!”132 

While it emerged in the context of Western expansion, the ideology of Manifest Destiny 

did not disappear at the close of the western frontier. Rather, it turned outward, influencing 

American foreign policy into the twentieth century. After World War I, Manifest Destiny’s 

“rhetoric of redemption” was evident in President Wilson’s vow that the United States would 

“make the world safe for democracy.”133 Over three decades later, President Franklin Roosevelt 

emphasized that “America’s moral leadership” would be fundamental to a stable, peaceful world 

order after World War II.134 Even outside the realm of official American policy, American 

missionaries abroad worked throughout the twentieth century to spread American values and 

Christianity. Some even hoped for the total conversion of China to Christianity.135 By the start of 

the Cold War, the United States had embraced “the gospel of America’s duty to preserve global 

order,” a mission that became more crucial as the specter of global communism seemed to threaten 

the free world.136 

It was in this context that America became involved in Vietnam; therefore, it is little 

wonder that American foreign policy during the Vietnam War reveals strains of Manifest Destiny 

ideas. After all, a central component of Manifest Destiny was the “belief in [America’s] obligation 

131 O’Sullivan, “Futurity,” 427-430. 

132 Gilpin, quoted in Chris Magoc, American West (Erie, PA: Mercyhurst University), Fall 2021 semester. 

133 Stanley Karnow, Vietnam: A History (New York City: Penguin Books, 1984): 13. 
134 Karnow, Vietnam, 13. 
135 Karnow, Vietnam, 13. 
136 Karnow, Vietnam, 14. 
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to export [its] benefits to less privileged civilizations abroad,” and in the early years of the Cold 

War, Americans widely believed that those benefits were liberal democracy and freedom in 

contrast to communist oppression.137 Just as Walt Whitman had anticipated decades earlier that 

the United States would “[project] its ‘happiness and liberty’ to the ancient cultures of Asia,” 

Presidents Kennedy and Johnson believed “they were extending their liberal ethic to Vietnam as 

an antidote to totalitarianism.”138 Kennedy stated in his inaugural address that “the energy, the 

faith, the devotion which we bring to this endeavor [of defending freedom] will light our country 

... and the glow from that fire can truly light the world,” words reminiscent of John Winthrop’s 

declaration that America would be a city on a hill.139 The Manifest Destiny myth of Americans as 

a “peculiar, chosen people” was therefore central in the minds of the policymakers orchestrating 

American involvement in the Vietnam War.140 One of Johnson’s aides, Arthur Schlesinger Jr., 

recognized this and concluded that America’s Vietnam policy “demands the confrontation of an 

issue deep in the historical consciousness of the United States: whether this country is a chosen 

people, uniquely righteous and wise, with a moral mission to all mankind ... [t]he ultimate choice 

is between messianism and maturity.”141 In Vietnam, just as in the American West, the United 

States chose the former. 

In accordance with Manifest Destiny ideology, Americans were convinced of their right 

and duty to spread Christianity and democracy—first across the continent and among the Native 

Americans, and later in Vietnam among the native Vietnamese. In the West, some attributed Native 

137 Karnow, Vietnam, 12. 

138 Whitman, quoted in Karnow, Vietnam, 12; Karnow, Vietnam, 12. 

139 Kennedy, quoted. in Baritz, Backfire, 27. 

140 Baritz, Backfire, 26. 

141 Schlesinger, quoted in Baritz, Backfire, 29. 
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Americans’ ‘inferiority’ to their ignorance of Christianity; therefore, Protestant missionaries set 

out to convert native tribes.142 Their goal was not merely to convert Native Americans to the 

Christian religion, but to alter their entire way of life. After all, “civilization and Christianity were 

inextricably combined,” and the concept of civilization to contemporary Americans “meant an 

upward unilinear development ... with the United States near the pinnacle.”143 Ultimately, the 

missionaries’ efforts to impose an agrarian lifestyle, American Protestant culture, and Christian 

religion upon Native Americans largely failed. This failure partially resulted from the 

missionaries’ cultural ignorance, as they were unable to understand native customs.144 After the 

failure of Protestant missionaries to affect a mass conversion of Native Americans to the American 

way of life, the United States government made that goal the basis of reservation policy in the late 

1800s. To this end, the Bureau of Indian Affairs prohibited Native American practices that they 

viewed as “savage and barbarous” and forced the Native Americans on reservations to adhere to 

individual land ownership practices rather than the traditional Native American practice of 

collective ownership.145 To further suppress Native American customs, reservation and boarding 

schools for Native American children instilled the idea of white superiority, instructed children 

solely in English, and prevented children from wearing traditional clothing.146 The government’s 

policy towards the Native Americans fundamentally sought, in the words of one agent for the 

Bureau of Indian Affairs, “to make white men of them.”147 

142 Robert Berkhofer Jr., Salvation and the Savage: An Analysis of Protestant Missions and 

American Indian Response, 1787–1862 (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 2015): 13. EBSCOhost. 

143 Berkhofer Jr., Salvation, 6. 

144 Berkhofer Jr., Salvation, 15-70; Hine and Faragher, American West, 185. 

145 Hine and Faragher, American West, 376-378. 

146 Hine and Faragher, American West, 376-377. 

147 Hine and Faragher, American West, 375; Galbraith, quoted in Hine and Faragher, American West, 375. 
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This same civilizing impulse characterized American policy in Vietnam, which endeavored 

to impose practices that went against the traditional Vietnamese way of life. During the Vietnam 

era, American presidents stressed the goal of upholding republican freedom and democracy in 

Vietnam. As a senator, Kennedy referred to Vietnam as “a proving ground of democracy in Asia” 

for which the United States was accountable, while Johnson cast America as a benevolent spreader 

of freedom fighting against the evil of communism.148 The United States did not limit itself to the 

goal of implementing a democratic political system in Vietnam, however. Americans in Vietnam 

carried the same “missionary impulse” that had driven Protestant missionaries into the West, as 

many “considered it their duty to educate the ‘natives.’”149 American policy was to wage a ‘war 

of hearts and minds,’ trying to win the trust of ordinary Vietnamese people. These efforts were 

stymied by ongoing violence; no humanitarian work could win the affection of the Vietnamese 

when their villages were destroyed by the American war effort.150 One primary means by which 

the war for hearts and minds was fought was through the strategic hamlet program, which began 

in 1962 to prevent the Vietcong from civilian support by “corral[ling] peasants into armed 

stockades.”151 This effort was more well-intentioned than reservation policy in the American West, 

but it was met with similar resistance from the Vietnamese. The strategic hamlet program entailed 

the resettlement of peasants “from their homes, land, and the graves of their ancestors,” disrupting 

148 Lyndon Johnson, “Speech on Vietnam,” Sept. 29, 1967, Miller Center, https://millercenter.org/the-

presidency/presidential-speeches/september-29-1967-speech-vietnam; John Kennedy, “Remarks of Senator John F. 

Kennedy at the Conference on Vietnam Luncheon in the Hotel Willard, Washington, D.C,” June 1, 1956, John F. 

Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum, https://www.jfklibrary.org/archives/other-resources/john-f-kennedy-

speeches/vietnam-conference-washington-dc-19560601. 

149 Baritz, Backfire, 42; Karnow, Vietnam, 277. 

150 Baritz, Backfire, 130-169. 

151 Karnow, Vietnam, 272. 
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their cultural practices and causing more peasants to support the Vietcong.152 The end result of 

these ‘benevolent’ American attempts to civilize and democratize the Vietnamese was a 

“destruction of Vietnamese identity.”153 

When their efforts to impose ‘civilization’ failed, Americans turned to violence instead— 

against Native Americans and against the Vietnamese. Many Americans in the West, especially 

soldiers tasked with violent suppression of the Native Americans, lived by General Phillip 

Sheridan’s maxim that “the only good Indian is a dead one.”154 Therefore, any Native American 

was an acceptable target regardless of whether they were involved in perpetrating violence against 

Americans. This attitude contributed to the ubiquity of the murder of innocent Native Americans 

in retaliation for violence against Americans. The history of the American West is rife with such 

instances, from the Paxton Boys’ rampage against the Conestoga tribe of Western Pennsylvania in 

1764 to the killings of over a dozen Native Americans by Oregon prospectors in 1849.155 Some of 

the bloodiest retaliatory violence against innocent Native Americans was committed by the United 

States military. Prominent military leaders argued for the complete destruction of Native American 

peoples, with General Sheridan stating that “[t]he Indian people must be left with nothing but their 

eyes to weep with.”Likewise, General William Sherman urged “vindictive earnestness” even to 

the point of the “extermination [of] men, women, and children.”156 The Sand Creek Massacre of 

1864, in which Colorado volunteers slaughtered over two hundred innocent Sioux and Arapaho 

152 Baritz, Backfire, 244; Karnow, Vietnam, 273. 

153 Jenkins, quoted in Baritz, Backfire, 177. 

154 Wolfgang Mieder, “‘The Only Good Indian Is a Dead Indian’: History and Meaning of a 

Proverbial Stereotype,” The Journal of American Folklore, 106 no. 419 (1993): 38, https://doi.org/10.2307/541345. 

155 Hine and Faragher, American West, 90-248. 

156 Sheridan and Sherman, quoted in Chris Magoc, American West (Erie, PA: Mercyhurst University), Fall 

2021 semester. 
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Native Americans, and the massacre at Wounded Knee in 1890, in which the American Seventh 

Cavalry killed nearly 150 Sioux, exemplify the brutality of ‘civilized’ Americans toward those 

they perceived as inferior.157 

American soldiers in Vietnam later fitted Sheridan’s infamous phrase to their 

circumstances, saying, “[t]he only good gook is a dead one.” Accordingly, indiscriminate violence 

was a hallmark of American warfare in Vietnam, codified by General William Westmoreland’s 

policy of a “war of attrition” that aimed to kill as many Vietnamese as possible.158 Westmoreland’s 

strategy meant a gradual deemphasis on the unsuccessful war for hearts and mind and more 

emphasis on bombings, destruction, and killing.159 The incentivization of indiscriminate violence, 

the “[perception of] the Vietnamese as subhuman,” and the American soldiers’ constant “feeling 

that they were in an alien and probably hostile environment” were a deadly combination.160 The 

result was incidents such as the infamous massacre at My Lai on March 16, 1968, when the Charlie 

Company of the United States Army’s Task Force Barker killed 347 Vietnamese civilians. The 

My Lai massacre was only brought into the public spotlight because non-commissioned officers 

and “grunts” demanded accountability, raising the question of how many more atrocities were 

successfully covered up.161 Indeed, one operation codenamed Speedy Express, in which American 

troops killed up to seven thousand civilians—“a My Lai each month,” as the operation’s 

whistleblower put it—was covered up by General Westmoreland and has thus received little public 

attention. In total, over two million Vietnamese civilians were killed in the Vietnam War, 

157 Hine and Faragher, American West, 230-382. 

158 Baritz, Backfire, 178. 

159 Baritz, Backfire, 170. 

160 Baritz, Backfire, 296; Karnow, Vietnam, 481. 

161 Baritz, Backfire, 293-298; Karnow, Vietnam, 31. 
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overwhelmingly due to the actions of the American military.162 Even so, some believed that this 

number should have been higher. To leaders like General Westmoreland, “[t]he alternative to 

attrition ... was ‘a war of annihilation.’ The military struggle could have succeeded only if all of 

Vietnam had been utterly devastated ... [t]he military wanted to carry Vietnam away in the ashtrays 

of its cars.”163 The patterns of American violence in the American West and in Vietnam, fueled by 

racism and a demand for annihilation of the feared ‘other,’ suggest a dark side to the American 

character—a tendency toward brutality and dehumanization, seemingly justified by the supposed 

righteousness of the American cause and the superiority of American civilization. 

The American experience in the West foreshadows critical elements of the United States’ 

involvement in the Vietnam War. Though separated by time and geography, these two chapters of 

American history have much in common. They clearly reveal the darker tendencies of America’s 

national character—tendencies toward racism, cultural ignorance, Manifest Destiny 

exceptionalism, and violence. These tendencies evolved into a recognizably modern form in the 

American West, and their potent resurfacing in the Vietnam War signifies that they became firmly 

rooted in America’s national character in the decades following the close of the frontier. The 

destructiveness of these elements cannot be understated. Their legacy was immeasurable death and 

cultural erasure in the name of white supremacy and American superiority. If this dark side remains 

entrenched in America’s national character, the country will be doomed to repeat its worst 

mistakes, and innocent people will continue to suffer as a result of American imperialism. By 

understanding the connections between the American West and the Vietnam War, one takes the 

162 Nick Turse, “Was My Lai Just One of Many Massacres in Vietnam War?” BBC News, August 28, 2013, 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-23427726. 

163 Baritz, Backfire, 327. 
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first step toward action—and toward the development of a nation that is truly a bastion of freedom 

and democracy. 
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‘CRAZY CHARLIE’ 

How One Man ‘Ended’ the Sixties 

Justice A. Wickham 

Graduating Spring 2023, Major in Criminal Justice (Law Enforcement Concentration) & Minors 

in History and Psychology of Crime & Justice 

As the sun began to set on what was easily one of the most culturally altering decades of 

United States history—the Sixties—nobody could have ever truly anticipated the horror that was 

awaiting the country at the end of the corridor. Two brutal mass-murders, eight victims in all, 

occurred in a tight timeframe over two days in early August of ‘69. With it, a can of worms had 

been opened that has yet to be sealed to this day. The man known as Charles Milles Manson had 

set forth his plan to alter the face of the known world with his enamored followers in tow—the 

unfortunate souls who had come under his sway known only as the ‘Manson Family’. The aim of 

this paper is to elaborate on the circumstances that led the man known as Charles Manson into 

becoming such an infamous icon of U.S history—including an examination of just why the trial 

for their crimes became such a pivotal influence on the greater identity of mass media, the 

counterculture, and why the shadow of Charles Manson continues to loom so large to this day. 

To understand just what happened the days of August 9 and 10 in 1969, it is important to 

have a knowledge of just who this man was, and how he came to be. Born Charles Milles Maddox 

in 1934, the monster known in the modern day was already being shaped in early childhood. His 

mother, Kathleen Maddox, gave birth to Charles at age sixteen and was a known drunkard and 
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promiscuous teenager.164 His father, Colonel Walker Henderson Scott Sr, was a married man who 

had met Maddox at a dance hall and later left her entirely.165 She would briefly marry William 

Manson, and despite their limited relationship, Charles took on his last name. 166 Kathleen would 

go to prison when Manson was only five, leaving a young Charles to bounce around the homes of 

immediate family members for much of his youth, before graduating to several institutions.167 

There was a brief period where he stayed with his grandmother, who ridiculed him for being 

‘feminine,’ and with his uncle, who soon committed suicide due to his land being seized by the 

government.168 

After an unsuccessful reunion with his mother, Manson began to steal at age nine.169 Three 

years later he was sent to Gibault School for Boys in Terre Haute, Indiana.170 Having been raised 

in such an unstable household led Manson to this juvenile record of strong instability, forming a 

checkered past of crimes both minor and serious that saw him moving from reform school 

sentences to federal prison sentences in facilities across the Midwest.171 By age thirteen he had 

committed an armed robbery of a grocery store, and it went downhill from there.172 His 

compounding record was indicative of a troubled man from there on, as the next nineteen years 

164 Douglas Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial,” Famous Trials, accessed March 

21, 2022, www.famous-trials.com/manson/243-home. 
165 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial.” 
166 Jennifer Rosenberg, “Biography of Charles Manson, Cult Leader and Mass Murderer,” ThoughtCo, last 

modifed July 3, 2019, https://www.thoughtco.com/charles-manson-tate-and-labianca-murders-972700. 
167 Angela Serratore, “What You Need to Know about the Manson Family Murders,” Smithsonian.com, 

Smithsonian Institution, July 25, 2019, http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/manson-family-murders-what-

need-to-know-180972655/. 
168 Rosenberg, “Biography of Charles Manson, Cult Leader and Mass Murderer.” 
169 Philip John Jenkins, “Charles Manson,” Encyclopædia Britannica, accessed March 23, 2022, 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Charles-Manson. 
170 Richard Ray, “In Indiana, Charles Manson Was Once a 'Lost Little Kid': Report,” NBC Chicago, 

November 20, 2017, https://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/in-indiana-charles-manson-was-once-a-14-year-old-

lost-little-kid-report/28532/. 
171 Olivia Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem: The Metamorphosis of California Murder Cases to 

International Media Sensations,” University of California, accessed March 21, 2022, 22, 

https://legalstudies.berkeley.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Olivia-Cusimano-Thesis-Sp14.pdf. 
172 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial.” 
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were a “parade of crimes, apprehensions, incarcerations, escapes, and paroles. Most of the crimes 

were non-violent, the major exception being Manson's 1952 sodomization of a boy while holding 

a razor to his throat.”173 His first federal prison sentence came when he turned seventeen and was 

caught driving a stolen car across state lines—he earned eight assault complaints in his first year 

and was transferred to a new facility.174 

While incarcerated in his various prison stints, Charles Manson was subjected to several 

psychiatric analyses that attempted to discern the reasoning behind his repeated criminal behavior. 

Douglas Linder summarizes the primary findings of these analyses as follows: 

“A very emotionally upset youth”..."slick" but "extremely sensitive" (1951), "dangerous" 

with "homosexual and assaultive tendencies" (1952), having "an unstable personality" but 

being potentially able "to straighten himself out" (1955), being "unable to control 

himself"... "a tendency to cut up" (1956), having "work habits that range from good to 

poor" (1957), being "erratic and moody" and "a classic text book case of a correctional 

institution inmate" (1958),... an "energetic person" who hides "his loneliness, resentment 

and hostility behind a facade of superficial ingratiation" (1961), being "emotionally 

insecure" and tending to "involve himself in various fanatical interests" (1963), and, finally, 

as "in need of a great deal of help in the transition from institution to the free world 

(1966).”175 

As Manson’s life progressed and his criminal record grew, these specialists began to recognize the 

kind of man that they were dealing with—a fanatic with wild emotional extremes that could hardly 

control his own mind yet seemed to project this concept of control over those he was around—a 

173 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial.” 
174 Rosenberg, “Biography of Charles Manson, Cult Leader and Mass Murderer.” 
175 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial.” 
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confounding contradiction.176 Being in prison was not a situation that made things any better, 

unfortunately, Manson had grown fond of the environment and was thoroughly institutionalized.177 

Upon the completion of his final prison sentence—ten years for a check forgery—in March of 

1967, Manson had attempted to beg the warden to stay, claiming he was ‘home.’178 Upon being 

denied and leaving prison, Charles Manson set down roots in the Haight-Asbury district of San 

Francisco, a breeding ground for the counterculture of the 1960s.179 America had little idea of what 

kind of influential monster they had just unleashed onto the streets. 

The world had changed in the time since Manson had last been a free man, for better or 

worse. Among these changes were atrocities in the Vietnam War, the election of Richard Nixon 

as US President quickly after, numerous race riots, the rise and presence of the Black Panthers, 

and the symbolic growth of the ‘New Left’ movement among American students.180 As a man who 

valued a certain delusional sense of freedom, Manson found himself gravitating toward the ‘peace, 

love, and free living’ hippie movement that had propagated itself in San Francisco in the years 

preceding his release. This was for a few reasons, though Judith Bullis summarizes it as follows: 

On the Haight, Manson encountered the entire collection of subcultural currents that had 

been building up in the United States during the previous decade. Acid music. Dope. 

Sexual freedom. Peace rallies. Provos. Guerrilla Theater. Communes. Long hair. The 

concept of the underground superstar. Astrology. The occult. Underground newspapers. 

Crash pads. Dayglo art.181 

176 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial.” 
177 Serratore, “What You Need to Know about the Manson Family Murders.” 
178 Serratore, “What You Need to Know about the Manson Family Murders.” 
179 Judith Bullis, “A Social-Psychological Case History: The Manson Incident.” 
180 Elinor Evans, “The Afterlife of Charles Manson,” History Extra, BBC History Magazine, November 29, 

2021, http://www.historyextra.com/period/20th-century/afterlife-charles-manson-culture-references-music-film/. 
181 Judith Bullis, “A Social-Psychological Case History: The Manson Incident,” Dissertations and Theses, 

(January 2000), 14, https://doi.org/10.15760/etd.5446. 
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He adored the sense of freedom imbued in the people that he met, and naturally his unusual 

charismatic personality began to attract a following. Over the following year Manson accrued a 

following that was mostly, and would remain mostly, women. 182 This was not entirely unusual, 

given the waves of predominantly white, middle-aged women that flocked to the Californian coasts 

to partake in the hippie subculture now booming in the region.183 Having learned to play guitar in 

prison and riding the high of those who followed him, the growing crowd up and left San Francisco 

in late 1967, traveling in a van as far as Alabama and returning to California in a school bus as the 

budding commune swelled in size.184 By the summer of 1968 when the twenty-to-thirty members 

of the ‘Manson Family’ arrived at Spahn Ranch, Charles Manson had become the figurehead of 

his own miniature society.185 

At Spahn Ranch, Manson solidified his hold on the family through sex, philosophy, drugs, 

and intimidation.186 The female members were often solely responsible for recruiting the men that 

did join the group, and membership in the commune often lived or died entirely by Charlie’s 

word.187 It was during this time that Manson formed many of his unusual Hollywood connections 

– particularly a link to Dennis Wilson of the Beach Boys.188 Wilson formed a minor friendship 

with Manson and the Family following a night where he had picked up two hitchhiking female 

members of the Family and allowed them to intermittently stay at his home.189 Manson would even 

write a song for them, “Cease to Exist,” that was renamed “Never Learn to Not Love” on their 

182 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem.” 
183 Serratore, “What You Need to Know about the Manson Family Murders.” 
184 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem.” 
185 Bullis, “A Social-Psychological Case History: The Manson Incident,” 14-15. 
186 Bullis, “A Social-Psychological Case History: The Manson Incident,” 26. 
187 Allegra Lansing, “Charles Manson's #1 Recruiter,” Medium, August 15, 2020, https://themansonfamily-

mtts.medium.com/charles-mansons-1-recruiter-3362e2de99e2. 
188 Evans, “The Afterlife of Charles Manson.” 
189 “Charles Manson,” Biography, A&E Networks, February 4, 2021, https://www.biography.com/crime-

figure/charles-manson. 
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1969 album as a B-side.190 His friendship with Wilson would promptly end after an incident where 

Manson pulled a knife during a recording session at his brother Brian Wilson’s studio.191 Having 

a taste of influence, Manson adamantly declared he would be “bigger than the Beatles,” a band he 

had formed a particular obsession over following his last stretch in prison.192 This short-lived rub 

with the Beach Boys did bloom into a relationship with Hollywood music producer Terry 

Melcher—though it was notoriously short-lived—as Melcher refused to make any records with 

Manson and criticized his music very harshly193. Now, we understand a little of who Manson was 

and what got him here, especially the Family that followed him. But what happened that geared 

his twisted personality to the horrors that awaited in August? 

It could be said that the clock began to tick in early July of 1969, after a botched drug deal. 

July 1, 1969, Charles ‘Tex’ Watson—an L.A drug dealer who lived on Spahn Ranch—had stolen 

an unknown amount of money from Robert Crowe, a black drug dealer.194 Though Manson scolded 

Watson for the action, Crowe eventually called the ranch in a rage, threatening the lives of all the 

Family members. Manson sought out Crowe’s Hollywood apartment, and in an act of vengeance, 

shot and stabbed him in the stomach, believing him to be dead, though he survived.195 Manson 

was fearful of retaliation by the Black Panthers—who he believed Crowe was linked to—and this 

led to the truly evidence-backed birth of his Helter Skelter ideology.196 “Helter Skelter” was a rash 

prediction of a coming race war between blacks and whites, in which blacks would wipe out the 

white establishment and, unable to govern, would turn to Manson and his followers—having 

190 “Charles Manson.” 
191 Evans, “The Afterlife of Charles Manson.” 
192 Evans, “The Afterlife of Charles Manson.” 
193 Olivia B. Waxman, “Charles Manson's Own Story of Why the Manson Family Killed,” Time, July 26, 

2019, https://time.com/5633973/last-manson-interview/. 
194 Waxman, “Charles Manson's Own Story of Why the Manson Family Killed.” 
195 Waxman, “Charles Manson's Own Story of Why the Manson Family Killed.” 
196 Waxman, “Charles Manson's Own Story of Why the Manson Family Killed.” 
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survived in an underground city of gold in Death Valley—to lead them into a glorious new 

future.197 The concept got its calling from the Beatles White Album song of the same name, 

deepening Manson’s obsession with the music industry.198 When no retaliation for the attack came, 

Manson became paranoid. The situation worsened soon after, when Robert ‘Bobby’ Beausoleil 

attempted to renege on a drug deal with UCLA graduate student Gary Hinman; a fight had broken 

out, Beausoleil called Manson for support, and the latter man arrived to slash Hinman’s face with 

a Confederate sword before fleeing.199 Fearing he would tell the police if left alive, Beausoleil 

murdered Hinman and arranged the crime scene to look as though it had been perpetrated by the 

Black Panthers—going as far as to call the police and testify he had seen black men leaving the 

scene. 200 This included the markings of ‘Political Piggy’ on the walls—another callback to the 

Beatles track Piggies—and a bloodied pawprint on the door, however, the framing attempt proved 

futile as Beausoleil was arrested as the primary suspect soon after.201 

With no retaliation from the Crowe attack and with Beausoleil now in prison as the primary 

suspect in Gary Hinman’s killing, Charles Manson was stuck between a wall and a hard place. 

Helter Skelter had failed to come down as he believed it would, and Beausoleil disclosing 

information on the incidents was a possibility, so his mind turned to inventing a copycat scene that 

would simultaneously ‘urge’ the black population to take up arms. It was noted in the official case 

against Manson that “during the summer of 1969, Manson repeatedly stated that he would have to 

start the revolution.”202 If his theory would not come true on its own, he would take matters into 

his own hands. 

197 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial.” 
198 Elinor Evans, “The Afterlife of Charles Manson.” 
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200 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial.” 
201 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial.” 
202 People vs. Manson (1977) 71 Cal. App. 3d. 1. 
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Believing he could ‘kill two birds with one stone’, the plan for the fateful night of August 

10, 1969, was hatched. Tex Watson, Patricia Krenwinkel, Susan Atkins, and Linda Kasabian were 

ordered to break and enter one of the homes of Terry Melcher—the producer that had wronged 

Manson and kept him from musical fame—but unfortunately, that was not who was home at the 

time.203 The house was being rented out to Sharon Tate and her husband Roman Polanski, the latter 

of whom was overseas on business at the time of the crime.204 The eight months pregnant Tate, 

celebrity hairstylist Jay Sebring, coffee heiress Abigail Folger, and Folger’s boyfriend Voytek 

Frykowski were all murdered.205 Steven Parent was also a victim, having just arrived to visit the 

caretaker of the property.206 In all, there were over 103 stab wounds, five gunshot wounds, various 

blunt force trauma injuries, and signs of hanging shared between all six victims.207 Susan Atkins 

is credited for most of what was to follow, painting the words ‘Helter Skelter’ and ‘Pigs’ on the 

wall of the murder scene to link the crime to the murder of Gary Hinman—simultaneously 

covering their tracks as well as implicating the Black Panthers to spur the race war Manson so 

desired.208 However, this was not enough to sate Manson’s spurred bloodlust nor his intent to make 

Helter Skelter a reality. Grocery business executive Leno LaBianca and his wife, Rosemary 

LaBianca, were targeted the very next day by Manson himself and several of his associates.209 

Chosen seemingly at random and murdered in the same vicious, brutal fashion, Manson had 

firsthand involvement in these murders—having tied up Leno and Rosemary and ordering the 

others to enter the home and kill them shortly after.210 The attacks that shocked America had come 

203 “Charles Manson.” 
204 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem,” 22. 
205 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial. 
206 “Charles Manson.” 
207 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial. 
208 “Charles Manson.” 
209 Serratore, “What You Need to Know about the Manson Family Murders.” 
210 Serratore, “What You Need to Know about the Manson Family Murders.” 
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to pass, but what about them made it so impossible for the American population to ignore, to such 

a degree that it changed the face of modern media and is believed to have ‘ended’ the Sixties as a 

whole? 

Unusually enough, the Family found itself incarcerated for a wildly different accusation— 

defamation of a national park—before the testimony of Susan Atkins while in prison linked them 

to the Tate-LaBianca murders.211 The trial that came to pass is a story in-and-of itself, rife with the 

ranting antics of Manson who chose to defend himself, the raving behavior of the women on trial 

alongside him, and Linda Kasabian—his own family member—acting as a star witness.212 The 

trial garnered much of its attention thanks to the aberrant behavior of all the female Family 

members as well as the carefully orchestrated ‘Crazy Charlie’ routine that Manson put on for the 

cameras. 213 The women would often wail and cry aloud, laugh, or beg for Charlie when he was at 

the stand, and to emphasize his wild intent, Manson carved an ‘X’ in his forehead that the women 

claimed signified him being ‘X’d from society.214 Shortly thereafter, Manson would attempt to 

jump the stand to kill the sitting judge.215 Further focus was earned after the disappearance of 

lawyer Ronald Hughes, the ‘hippie lawyer’ who had agreed to represent Manson—though he 

eventually turned his focus toward convincing the jury that Manson had brainwashed the female 

members of the Family.216 Hughes would go missing, only for his decomposing body to reappear 

months later at Barker Ranch, a rock-and-boulder Death Valley region that the Family had been 

occupying at an earlier date.217 His cause of death was never linked to the Family, but Lynette 

211 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial.” 
212 People v. Manson. 
213 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem.” 
214 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem.” 
215 People v. Manson. 
216 “Ronald Hughes.” CharlesManson.com, June 8, 2020, http://www.charlesmanson.com/defense/ronald-

hughes/. 
217 “Ronald Hughes.” 
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Fromm, another Family member, believes Manson had Hughes murdered for ‘betraying’ him.218 

In the end, the appellate court found reason to charge all parties guilty for the Tate-LaBianca 

murders, and all were sentenced to death, save for Linda Kasabian.219 However, in 1972, the death 

sentence is suspended in the state of California over constitutional infringements, and Manson’s 

sentence as well as the sentences of his followers were commuted to life with possibility of 

parole.220 Charles Manson was denied parole every time, as were his followers, until his death 

from cardiac failure in November of 2017.221 Linda Kasabian, the star witness and getaway driver 

for the Tate murders, was granted criminal immunity for her testimonies, and spoke of a life-

ruining regret that followed her every waking moment.222 This elaborate, dramatized, months-long 

narrative played on the cameras and played into the image Manson had desired for himself.223 

More important than anything, was the media coverage this trial ensnared. This was the 

booming era of color television coming to its true fruition, and the newspaper media was still an 

otherwise active industry.224 No one source of information was uniform, nor were any dissenting 

public opinions easy to come by in an easy-to-access manner, media sources were free to mass-

print and mass-broadcast endless waves of different points of view dependent upon just what they 

wanted people to know.225 The landslide of information was so intense that even though many 

crucial specific details, such as the identity of Manson’s co-defendants, were lost in the buzz, much 

of the United States were still able to identify the crime and Charles Manson as the ‘perpetrator’ 

with ease. 226 Bullis accurately identifies it as something of a “kind of cultural volcano,” so intense 

218 “Ronald Hughes.” 
219 People v. Manson. 
220 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem,” 38-39. 
221 “Charles Manson.” 
222 People v. Manson. 
223 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem.” 
224 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem,” 23. 
225 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem23-24. 
226 Bullis, “A Social-Psychological Case History: The Manson Incident,” 33. 
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and violent in its nature that it ruptured over all sources of information simultaneously.227 With it, 

a ‘birth’ of the modern mass media machine, an industry so caught up in the constant updates and 

mass distribution of eye-catching headlines that it foregoes minor, yet important, details.228 Along 

this line of focus, misinformation was common, even in conservative headlines, for example, New 

York Times had reported that victim Jay Sebring had a hood over his head, that the stab wounds 

were inflicted with a sword, and there were ‘numerous bullet impacts’ all over the walls.229 There 

was nowhere that could be gone to escape the same information rehashed across several 

perspectives or incorrect information improperly distributed, and thus, few places in America 

where the name Charles Manson was not known through some media format. It is this detail that 

kept Manson in prison despite the commutation of his death sentence—the widespread distribution 

of information meant even if Manson was not the ‘trigger man,’ everyone knew the ‘danger’ he 

posed.230 Nobody in their right mind would come to his defense, and he was left to sit in prison for 

the remaining decades of his life, the parole hearings more of a formality than anything.231 Charles 

Manson had effectively been branded, advertised, and cemented as the most notorious cult-leader 

and mass-murderer in American history—despite the fact he had no active part in the act—as the 

mass media had imbued that image onto him. Though this crime occurred toward the end of 1969 

and the charges were pressed some years after, there is an exceptionally good reason this media 

coverage of the crimes and the crime itself are believed to have ‘ended’ the Sixties symbolically 

as well as literally. 

227 Bullis, “A Social-Psychological Case History: The Manson Incident,” 3. 
228 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem.” 
229 Bullis, “A Social-Psychological Case History: The Manson Incident,” 17. 
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The revelation of the nature of Manson’s behavior and its effect on the atmosphere of the 

Sixties was destructive to some, and a gift to others. The New Left and counterculture mourned 

the damage that had been done, but conservative news sources and individuals almost celebrated 

the message that had been portrayed.232 Charles Manson had embraced the western Californian 

counterculture in the months following his release from prison in 1967 and found success in it 

primarily thanks to his aura. He could be described, quite appropriately, as follows: 

A silken-voiced nouveau guru with an Old Testament beard, the eyes of Rasputin and a 

line of mystical patter that mixed the Beatles with scientology. For Manson, who had 

spent some seventeen of his first 33 years behind bars for auto theft, forgery and other 

offenses before evolving his new mystic hussle [sic], the bloodletting in the Hollywood 

Hills seemed the almost logical culmination of a life that seemed born to be wild.233 

He was everything that the typical American imagined to be a ‘hippie,’ even though he adamantly 

denied being one even in his court hearings.234 However, even if he did not consciously try to 

embody this image, Manson could still be described as the ‘quintessential’ hippie image. His 

family communally lived on a ranch, partook in psychedelic drug use, and free-sex as well as 

music-writing.235 Thanks to the viral media coverage, this image was rapidly projected on all 

members of the counterculture environment. No longer were hippies peaceful, fun-loving 

‘communards,’ they were interpreted as bloodthirsty murderers one difficult day away from 

horrific crimes.236 It embodied the worst traits of the collective fears of America, a characterization 

232 Bullis, “A Social-Psychological Case History: The Manson Incident,” 114. 
233 Bullis, “A Social-Psychological Case History: The Manson Incident,” 119. 
234 Bullis, “A Social-Psychological Case History: The Manson Incident,” 127. 
235 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem: The Metamorphosis of California Murder Cases to 

International Media Sensations,” 25. 
236 Cusimano, “Murder, Media, and Mayhem: The Metamorphosis of California Murder Cases to 

International Media Sensations,” 25. 
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of what would come to pass if the concepts of the nuclear family and social classes were blurred.237 

His actions solidified an already-present legislative and physical crackdown on the hippie 

counterculture in the form of police raids on communes, criminal prosecutions for hitchhiking, and 

general suspicion of hippie-like individuals.238 An icon of what could come to pass if such 

‘irregular’ people were allowed to continue ‘defacing America,’ which naturally disturbed more 

than just the hippie subculture. This was a devastating gesture for all movements that went against 

the grain—gay rights, the Black Power movement, the Chicano-pride movements of Los Angeles 

and much of the western coast—all of them were now subjected to intense scrutiny for fear of what 

they meant for the social fabric of the United States.239 

Much of the fallout from the Manson Family’s wounds on the Sixties were also felt by the 

American feminist movements, as “authorities—politicians, police, parents—could no longer 

control this generation of young women;” just like hippies, there was now a belief that any 

idealistic young woman would risk turning into a monster if she dared question having an 

alternative role in society.240 With this new fear seizing hold, Charles Manson had forever 

mutilated the feelings of change at the close of the Sixties and, indeed, ‘ended’ it before it had a 

chance to do so on its own. He was the result of a ‘sickness’ that had been growing in the 

subculture, and indicative that the entire situation needed to be ‘cured.’ The National Review 

summarizes this concept of the counterculture now being perceived as a dangerous movement, 

doing more harm than good to its participants: 

May it not also be true, just because Manson has been so widely perceived as 

representative, perceived as the terminal stage of a disease from which an entire subculture 

237 Evans, “The Afterlife of Charles Manson.” 
238 Evans, “The Afterlife of Charles Manson.” 
239 Evans, “The Afterlife of Charles Manson.” 
240 Evans, “The Afterlife of Charles Manson.” 
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has been suffering, that he has dealt that subculture a mortal blow, broken its spirit. The 

Tate killings, the drug suicides of Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix--all coalesce to shed an eerie 

light on Doing Your Own Thing. That is where the flowers have gone. 241 

Like it or not, Manson’s actions sullied a decade of change as well as the spirits of those who had 

good intentions. He villainized a collective of people, becoming an icon of evil and a metaphor for 

the danger of free living, that would stand for decades as a symbol of anti-establishment and 

anarchy. The disappearance of Ronald Hughes, the testimony of Lynette Fromm that the Family 

was responsible for up to thirty-five to forty murders, and Fromm’s subsequent attempt on the life 

of President Ford in 1975 similarly established the creeping feelings of the Family being 

everywhere, lying in wait for their next plot.242 Change had turned to suspicion, which propagated 

a generations-long sensation of tension. 

To make a long story short, Charles Manson was a deeply unsettled man. First molded into 

an early life of delinquency by a broken family and shaped into a fanatic, idealistic figurehead by 

the institutions that held him for much of his life.243 He was, later, taken in by a troubled 

counterculture that he was more than willing to abuse to satiate his fantasies.244 The brutal murders 

of August 9 and 10 of 1969 awoke the deepest fears of America in the most visceral way: an 

affluent, young blonde celebrity and her notable friends, as well as the well-off high-class grocery 

store executives, gutted in their homes without remorse by a ‘communal hippie cult.’ No longer 

was the social pyramid safe, Charles Manson created an atmosphere of fear that carried his 

presence even as he lamented behind bars. When would it happen again, and from where would it 

come? This paranoia, this fear, it created a shocked ‘bubble’ of hesitancy that absorbed the end of 

241 “Manson Convicted,” The National Review, February 9, 1971. 
242 “Ronald Hughes.” 
243 Linder, “The Charles Manson (Tate-LaBianca Murder) Trial.” 
244 Bullis, “A Social-Psychological Case History: The Manson Incident.” 
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the Sixties through mass-media panic and conservative fearmongering. It tarnished the sensations 

of change, discrediting numerous movements without direct involvement. ‘Crazy Charlie’ had 

forever altered the perception of terrible crimes through media sensationalism, and ‘ended’ the 

spirit of the Sixties with blood and wild prophecies. 
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As the FBI’s Counterintelligence Program, nicknamed COINTELPRO, began 

investigating the Black Panther Party following the rise of the Black Power Movement, the 

bureau’s director—John Edgar Hoover—stated in 1969 that “The Black Panther Party, without 

question, represents the greatest threat to the internal security of the country.”245 This type of 

comment, equating the Black Panthers to a domestic terrorist organization, was extremely 

comparable to coverage they received from the majority of mainstream media sources of the time.  

The Black Panthers echoed the sentiments of the Black Power Movement overtaking the American 

Civil Rights Movement post-1965, advocating for self-defense against police brutality—both of 

which were causes revolutionary for the media of this era. The Panthers were distinguishable by 

their intimidating appearance, dressing down in provocative black berets and exercising their right 

to carry guns while patrolling the street—looking for police violence in African American 

245 “A Huey P. Newton Story - People - J. Edgar Hoover & the FBI,” PBS, Public Broadcasting Service, 

2002. 
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neighborhoods.246 However, for a group that stood for violence strictly in self-defense, advocated 

for important racial reform, and participated in positive community outreach such as their Free 

Breakfast Program, paying legal fees, providing tuberculosis and sickle-cell testing, and various 

educational programs, characterizations like the one derived from Director Hoover show either a 

misunderstanding or clear attempt to discredit this political organization and social movement.247 

Despite public realizations of potential foul play on the FBI’s part, the Black Panthers are still 

widely seen as being a militant civil rights group today—and this is largely due to the media’s 

portrayal of them in the 1960s and early 1970s. The media seemed insistent upon framing the 

Black Panthers as a dangerous political organization, choosing to fixate on their weapons and 

intimidating appearance, while so often siding with and protecting the image of law enforcement 

in major American urban centers. Whether the media intentionally labeled the Black Panthers as a 

solely dangerous militant group or not, their mischaracterization showed a lack of investigative 

journalism from media members who failed to completely break down and cover such a 

complicated group’s true message and activities. There are a number of factors that contributed to 

the media’s failure in this regard, as their representation of the Black Panther Party as militant and 

violent stemmed from loyalty to law enforcement, racist and easily manipulated media sources of 

the time, and fear stemming from racism, anti-communist rhetoric, and the overall climate of the 

late 1960s. 

The early parts of the American Civil Rights Movement were a prolonged struggle to end 

the legality of racist laws and policies in the United States, primarily in the Jim Crow South where 

246 Michael Capek, Civil Rights Movement, Essential Library of Social Change, (Minneapolis, MN, ADBN: 

2014), 82. 

247 Black Panther Party, “Ten Point Program and Party Platform (1967)” in America in the Sixties––Right, 

Left and Center: A Documentary History, ed. Peter B. Levy (Westport, CT: Praeger Publishing, 1998), 90-92. 
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renowned and brutal slavery had ended only a century earlier. Events began heating up after the 

1954 Brown v Board of Education Supreme Court decision determining school segregation 

separate but unequal. The following decade consisted of Sit-Ins, Freedom Rides, marches, 

demonstrations, voter registration, and many other forms of protest, primarily centered in southern 

states like Alabama, Arkansas, and Mississippi where racism was most prevalent. This movement 

was led by important figures such as Martin Luther King Jr., John Lewis, Bob Moses, and Rosa 

Parks coupled by skillful organizers such as the NAACP, SNCC, CORE, and SCLC. Most 

importantly, the Civil Rights Movement existed almost exclusively through the method of 

nonviolent direct action, which voiced its frustrations through legal challenges and peaceful 

protests.248 

Many protesters and organizers were beaten, slurred, jailed, and even murdered for their 

cause, and the courageous efforts of the many people who participated in the struggle to achieve 

equal rights under the law received their long-overdue justice with the passage of monumental 

legislation, which provided a win for African Americans in the southern United States. The Civil 

Rights Act of 1964 effectively ended the legality of segregation, both in public areas and schools 

and “prohibited discrimination in places of public accommodation” due to “race, color, religion, 

or national origin.249” The Voting Rights Act of 1965 guaranteed the right to vote a year later, 

completing the long struggle for African Americans to become part of the American political 

250 process. 

248 John A. Kirk, ed, The Civil Rights Movement: A Documentary Reader, (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & 

Sons, 2020), 1-140. 

249 U.S. Congress, “Civil Rights Act of 1964” in The Civil Rights Movement: A Documentary Reader, ed. 

John A. Kirk, (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2020), 145-150. 

250 Alexander Bloom and Wini Breines, eds., “Takin’ it to the Streets”: A Sixties Reader, 3rd ed. (New 

York: Oxford Press, 2011), 80-86. 
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Both the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Voting Rights Act of 1965 were signed into law by 

President Lyndon B. Johnson as part of his Great Society legislation, but it quickly became clear 

to many African Americans—particularly ones living in the north where Jim Crow segregation 

had not been in effect—that these bills ended racist and discriminatory practices from merely a 

legal standpoint only. African Americans learned that the government itself did not have the power 

to enact a genuine change in racial perceptions and that racism flowed to all boundaries of the 

country.251 While the legislation had positive effects on voter registration and increased African 

Americans in elected positions—especially in the south—many issues persisted. In other words, a 

prominent civil rights activist by the name Nils Douglas stated in a 1967 speech that “we can 

divide the movement into two phases. The first phase could be described as opening the doors to 

society––gaining access to our rights, which is an important national legal accomplishment. The 

second phase is walking through the doors of our society––all of us––and that means political, 

social, and economic equality.”252 These sentiments were corroborated by a new wave of civil 

rights activists post-1965 who had also felt that the non-violent, peaceful movement and 

subsequent legislation fell short of solving everyday problems facing black Americans in poor 

urban areas. Two of these early major influencers, Malcolm X and Stokely Carmichael, coined 

the term ‘black power.’ Housing discrimination, poverty, unequal education, and police brutality 

continued to put down African Americans living in impoverished ghettos, and the time following 

1965 was one of great unrest, most notably demonstrated by the Watts Riots. Malcolm X and 

Stokely Carmichael wished for African Americans to say ‘enough is enough’ and to take back 

their power from their white oppressors. Furthermore, they wanted to break the boundaries 

251 Nils R. Douglas, “The Revolution in the Civil Rights Movement: What’s Happening Now,” Vital 

Speeches of the Day 33, no. 14 (May 1967): 443. 

252Douglas, “Revolution in the Civil Rights Movement,” 444. 
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between the white and black communities and spread the realization of the systems and stereotypes 

designed to put black Americans below white people and prevent them from rising up.253 White 

people in the north were disconnected from the problems going on in the south for much of the 

early Civil Rights Movement, believing themselves to be far more progressive on race than their 

southern neighbors. They often would boast that they would welcome African Americans into 

their neighborhoods with open arms, but not many actually sold their homes to them or welcomed 

poor black children into their schools.254 

These problems brought forth the Black Panther Party, which quickly became the leader of 

the Black Power Movement in the latter half of the 1960s and early 1970s. The symbol of the black 

panther used in this civil rights organization’s name originated in Lowndes County, Mississippi, 

where black citizens armed themselves with guns to protect themselves from racial violence being 

perpetrated by the KKK. Beginning in Oakland late in 1966, Huey Newton and Bobby Seale 

started the Black Panther Party at Merritt Junior College. They instantly began working to improve 

the lives of their black community, going into the ghettos of Oakland to ask people what would 

make their lives better and what problems existed. Ideologically, Newton and Seale relied upon 

communist philosophers and Black Power influencers such as Malcolm X and Carmichael.  From 

their conversations with people, Seale and Newton developed a Ten-Point Plan which the 

organization would develop their platform upon.255 

253Peter B. Levy, ed., Let Freedom Ring: A Documentary History of the Modern Civil Rights Movement, 

(Westport, CT: Praeger, 1992), 173-184. 

254 Bryon DeHaan, “Enlisting Community Support For Civil Rights: Action Not Discussion,” Vital 

Speeches of the Day, 32, no. 9, (February 1966), 273-274. 

255 John A Courtwright, “Rhetoric of the Gun: An Analysis of the Rhetorical Modifications of the Black 

Panther Party, “Journal of Black Studies, 4, no. 3 (March 1974), 252-253. 
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Newton and Seale divided their Ten Point Program into things they “wanted and needed,” 

believing their ten points should be easy to read and relate to for the everyday African American 

living in the ghetto.256 From its formation, the Black Panthers quickly sought to show a militant 

appearance. They dressed in black berets, leather jackets, and pants while carrying guns openly in 

the street. Their message was to promote self-defense against the violence being perpetrated 

against African Americans by law enforcement. One of the early actions of the group was to have 

armed Panthers follow police officers into predominantly black communities to attempt to 

intimidate and discourage officers from confronting African Americans. This method was actually 

quite successful, resulting in reduced violence from law enforcement on African Americans, and 

the Black Panther Party quickly spread to other urban centers across the United States.257 

For sure, the Black Panthers’ rhetoric would have seemed extremely militant to any 

member of the media who did not do their due diligence investigating the actions of the Black 

Panthers—especially given their striking appearance. In a 1969 speech, Newton let supporters 

know “the time had come for Black people to arm themselves against the terror [of police]” and 

that their community would be pushed to destruction if changes were not made.258 They 

acknowledged that their group cohesiveness came almost exclusively from their hatred of police, 

whom they often referred to as dogs or pigs, and labeled racist law enforcement as the number one 

threat to African Americans.259 This was strong language, and when this militant rhetoric was 

coupled with their provocative appearance and easily identifiable weapons at their sides, it is not 

256 Bobby Seale, Seize the Time: The Story of the Black Panther Party and Huey P. Newton, (Baltimore: 

Black Classic Press, 1991), 59-64. 

257 Courtwright, “Rhetoric of the Gun,” 254. 

258 Carolyn R. Calloway, “Group Cohesiveness in the Black Panther Party,” Journal of Black Studies, 8, no. 

1, (September 1977): 57 

259 Calloway, “Group Cohesiveness in the Black Panther Party,” 61. 
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difficult to see why the media lost their minds at the sight of this seemingly revolutionary group 

talking about armed struggle with law enforcement.  

Yet, the Black Panther Party, for all its militant rhetoric and intimidating appearance, was 

more interested in helping members of their community than engaging in violence. 1960s historian, 

Dr. Peter B. Levy summarized this best when he described the Black Panthers as excellent at 

“meshing fiery rhetoric with down-to-earth programs” to provide assistance to those suffering 

from the problems left behind by the Civil and Voting Rights Acts.260 When one objectively looks 

at the activities of the Black Panther Party, it is clear their fiery rhetoric was meant to attract 

attention and bring power back to African Americans; however, their actions rarely showed 

violence outside of self-defense and an overall positive impact on the communities they operated 

in. Looking at their Ten Point Party Platform, for example, their points called for freedom of black 

people, more equal employment practices, restitution for slavery, decent and affordable housing, 

equal access to quality education that teaches accurate depictions of their past, an exemption from 

military service, and end to police brutality and murder, the release of individuals imprisoned 

wrongfully, individuals to be tried and juried by their black peers, and an overall call for justice 

and peace.261 While a summarization of the ten points in no way does justice to the articulation of 

the party’s platform, nowhere do Newton and Seale call for the murder of police or white people. 

Not once do they suggest breaking laws or an armed revolution. While containing forceful and 

revolutionary language, the party’s platform made reasonable demands to achieve peace and 

260 Peter B. Levy, ed, America in the Sixties––Left Right and Center: A Documentary History, (Westport, 

CT: Praeger Publishing, 1998), 90. 

261 Black Panther Party, “Ten Point Program and Party Platform (1967),” in America in the Sixties, Right, 

Left, and Center: A Documentary History, ed. Peter B. Levy, (Westport, CT: Praeger Publishing, 1998), 90-92. 
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prosperity for a black community that was badly suffering the effects of institutional racism in 

America. 

Besides their platform, which was already a sharp divide from their more militant rhetoric, 

Bobby Seale clearly stated, “the main thing we want to get across… to the people is that The Party 

is based on survival programs to serve the people.”262 Serving the people through their numerous 

social programs was clearly important to the Black Panthers’ founders. Reflecting on the early 

work of the Black Panther Party, Newton remembers that 

We [Seale and Newton] recognized that in order to bring people to the level of 

consciousness where they would seize the time, it would be necessary to serve their 

interests in survival by developing programs that would help them meet their daily needs. 

For a long time, we have had such programs not only for survival but for organizational 

purposes. Now, we not only have a breakfast program for school children, we have 

clothing programs, we have health clinics which provide free medical and dental services, 

we have programs for prisoners and their families, and we are opening clothing and shoe 

factories to provide for more of their needs for the community. Most recently, we have 

developed a testing and research program on sickle-cell anemia; and we know that 98% 

of the victims of this disease are Black. To fail to combat this disease is genocide; to 

battle is survival.263 

Another important factor in these programs was that the Panthers did not charge their communities 

for their services, truly making a difference in urban life for African Americans. Perhaps most 

famous was the Panthers’ Free Breakfast Program, which served hot and nutritious meals to 

262 Courtright, “Rhetoric of the Gun,” 255. 

263 The Dr. Huey P. Newton Foundation, The Black Panther Party: Service to the People Program, ed. 

David Hilliard, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2008); 3. 
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school-aged children. This program expanded quickly to over one hundred areas across the United 

States. This program became the roots for government-provided free breakfasts seen today, and 

government officials begrudgingly acknowledged the Panthers were doing more for children than 

they were. 264 As the Black Panther Party and its influence began to disappear at the end of the 

1970s, they had expanded their programs far beyond what Newton mentions above to include 

employment assistance, housing assistance, plumbing and maintenance services, pest control, legal 

aid, and educational programs—all of which helped to achieve the Ten Point Program and Platform 

they were founded upon.265 A study conducted in 1970 found that black youth in major urban 

cities tended to be especially sympathetic to the Black Panthers’ cause due to the positive impacts 

many of their programs produced.266 

Despite these programs initiated by the Black Panther Party, coverage from the press 

remained primarily negative towards the group. The Black Panther Party quickly became a 

national phenomenon for the news media to focus its attention upon—and rather than focusing on 

their community activism, stories portrayed them as armed thugs who were dangerous to white 

people. News coverage framed stories to be focused on the revolutionary rhetoric and weapons the 

Black Panther Party carried with them, implying that their battle with law enforcement was the 

only activity of the group. When the news coverage did mention their survival programs—such as 

the Free Breakfast Program—it was rarely portrayed in a positive light, alluding to the 

socialist/communist nature of the party’s ideology or failing to describe the positive effects these 

264 The Dr. Huey P. Newton Foundation, Service to the People Programs, 33. 

265 The Dr. Huey P. Newton Foundation, Serving to the People Programs, 74. 

266 Levine, Daniel U. Levine and others; Kansas City Center for the Study of Metropolitan Problems in 

Education, and Missouri Univ., “Differences Between Black Youth Who Support the Black Panthers and the 

NAACP,” (May 1, 1971): 7-8. 
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programs created. The reasons for the news media’s failures to properly cover the Panthers can be 

attributed to many factors, as previously stated—but it is clear unfair media coverage depicting the 

Black Panther Party as a strictly militant organization was a mischaracterization of a party 

producing positive social change for the impoverished black community. 

The first reason the media represented the Black Panther Party as a militant organization 

was their clear bias and loyalty to law enforcement during the 1960s and 1970s. The Black 

Panthers made it no secret their opposition to police, yet the media often chose to put their support 

behind law enforcement rather than the statistics showing the Black Panthers likely had a 

legitimate point. As part of early coverage of the Black Panthers, the Oakland Tribune posted a 

story entitled “Background of the Black Panthers” stating they were “self-described 

revolutionaries” who were known for their uniforms and guns.267 Two factors stick out from this 

editorial: the Panthers were closely surveilled at night when they were roaming the streets, and no 

Black Panthers were asked to comment for the article. It is impossible to give a completely accurate 

representation of a group’s intentions without asking for comment, which shows a strong lack of 

investigative journalism. Furthermore, the assurance of police surveillance implies the Tribune felt 

its readers would feel far safer with these “revolutionaries” under the watch of police. Additionally, 

in her analysis of this article, Jane Rhodes notes the Oakland Police Department was likely feeding 

the Tribune this information given that the Black Panthers would have likely had a far different 

opinion on which group was being surveilled.  

On a similar note, Dr. Judson L. Jeffries in The Journal of African American Studies studied 

local news coverage throughout three major chapters in the Cleveland, Baltimore, and New 

267 Jane Rhodes, Framing the Black Panthers: The Spectacular Rise of a Black Power Icon, (Urbana, IL: 

University of Illinois Press, 2017), 73. 
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Orleans urban areas—chosen due to the major influence the Party had there. In all three areas, a 

pattern showed stories portraying law enforcement as larger-than-life figures with dramatic details 

of their heroic attempts to infiltrate the group and wreak havoc. New Orleans specifically discussed 

two officers’ undercover infiltration of the Black Panthers in 43% of all coverage, while only 

mentioning the Black Panthers’ extensive social programs in 25% of stories. When covering these 

programs, coverage often did not talk about the programs in a positive light, instead discussing the 

Black Panthers as socialist or failing to talk about how important these survival programs were for 

poor African Americans. Baltimore, too, saw the media compliment and hail officers for their work 

combating the Black Panthers, while only discussing their survival programs in 1% of coverage. 268 

In his analysis, Jeffries notes that “while it is no secret that the Panthers held the police in contempt, 

the press did little to explore the reasons behind the Panthers indictment of them. The press missed 

an opportunity to discuss the historical relationship between blacks and the police in America.”269 

Perhaps worst of all was the Oakland Tribune’s criticism in their 1967 article entitled “Playtime 

in Sacramento '' in which the editorial stated, “they get the whole gang together, think up a secret 

name like ‘The Black Panthers,’ put on berets and carry guns. Then they go out and pretend they’re 

just as grown up and honorable as the man who wears a badge and is paid to carry a gun to preserve 

law and order.”270 Seale is especially critical in his remembrance of these articles because they 

portrayed the Panthers as out-of-control and evil while honoring the police for their efforts.271 In 

her analysis of similar stories in California newspapers from Oakland, Sacramento, and San 

268 Judson L. Jeffries, “Local News Coverage of the Black Panther Party: An Analysis of the Baltimore, 
Cleveland, and New Orleans Press,” Journal of African American Studies 7, no, 4 (March 2004): 27-29, 

https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=edsjsr&AN=edsjsr.41819034&site=eds-live. 

269 Jeffries, “Local News Coverage of the Black Panther Party,” 33. 

270 Seale, Seize the Time, 170. 

271 Seale, Seize the Time, 171-176. 
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Francisco, Jane Rhodes notes, “there would be no support for a critique of the local police, nor 

would the elite—as embodied in the newspaper—tolerate the theatricality of the Panthers’ protest 

style.”272 It is clear from these examples that Black Panther Party’s criticism of the police had 

been framed by the media as an appeal to authority. The media heard the Panthers’ rhetoric and 

saw their guns while looking right past their actual actions. The media painted a picture of a war 

between the Black Panthers and law enforcement, and the white news media naturally saw law 

enforcement as the heroes and the panthers as villains. More directly, this paradigm could be 

viewed from the standpoint that anyone who opposes police officers—who are meant to prevent 

crime—is likely a criminal. Given the prevalent racist perception in the 1960s that African 

Americans were thugs and criminals, the media saw the relationship between police and Panthers 

as a desperate battle between maintaining order and the potential chaos that came with the 

Panthers. Gaining the moral high ground would have been an uphill battle for the Black Panthers. 

A war is a much juicier and insatiable story, after all, than a Free Breakfast Program that did not 

fit the stereotype being presented by the Panthers’ appearance or rhetoric. 

Given the way the police were able to cunningly shift the narrative of the media, the second 

reason the media why misrepresented the Black Panthers as a militant group and mischaracterized 

their platform is that the media’s makeup in the 1960s allowed them to be easily manipulated. 

There are three angles to look at the media’s manipulation from, the first of which is from the 

manipulation from the Black Panthers themselves. The Black Panther Party originated from just 

two young African Americans in the ghetto of Oakland. Newton and Seale needed to get their 

272 Rhodes, Framing the Panthers, 74. 
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movement’s ideas and platform out to the public in order to grow their following.273 In The Politics 

of Protest by David S. Meyer, Meyer makes clear the media is the best tool to market a social 

movement. The goal of any social movement’s organizers with an intent to see growth for their 

cause is to have their message make headlines.274 Newton and Seale were well aware of the impact 

the media could make on a young social movement’s growth, and they masterfully manipulated 

the media to give them more headlines.  When anti-gun legislation was in the process of trying to 

be passed in the California state capital in response to radical black organizations, the Black 

Panthers decided to make their first major public appearance and demonstration to protest. Seale 

recalls Newton strategizing with him, saying, “we’re going to take the best panthers we got and 

we’re going to the Capitol steps with our guns and forces, loaded down to gills. And we’re going 

to read a message to the world, because all the press is going to be up there. They’ll listen to the 

message, and they’ll probably blast it across the country.275” Furthermore, Newton was well aware 

that their menacing appearance and their guns would have the news spreading like wildfire, and 

he instructed the Panthers to pick spots where the most cameras were and find large pockets of 

press reporters so they could ensure they would make headlines.276 The Black Panther Party was 

successful at their media manipulation tactics in Sacramento that day, as the media reacted in the 

following days with front page headlines depicting the Black Panthers. However, Meyer warns 

that in using the media, social movements need to be careful because they cannot control how the 

media will spin or frame a story once they have taken hold of it. While activists may get important 

273 Seale, Seize The Time, 24-28. 

274 David S. Meyer, The Politics of Protest: Social Movements in America, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2015), 126-127. 

275 Seale, Seize the Time, 148-149. 

276 Seale, Seize the Time, 149-153. 
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press coverage, there is no guarantee that the media will properly cover the message the movement 

wants to convey to outsiders. Media companies are businesses first, and they look for juicy stories 

that will cater to or please their selected audience.277 The guns and menacing appearance the Black 

Panthers put may have been part of the show for the media, although there can be no doubt they 

were serious about their dislike for law enforcement and the need for guns for self-defense, but the 

Black Panthers quickly lost control of the narrative because the media fixated on their weapons 

and framed their entire movement as a war with law enforcement. Their important social programs 

were in the rear-view mirror. 

Also working against the Panthers were the police and other law enforcement organizations 

who manipulated the media as well. After realizing that the Black Panthers were watching them 

in black communities, violence toward regular citizens stopped—but police violence toward the 

Panthers generally increased. When confrontations did occur between the police and the Black 

Panthers, law enforcement spun stories to the media to make it appear in a way that the violence 

was being provoked by the Black Panthers, continuing the narrative of an attack on police. The 

most famous example of this occurred in Chicago—when the Chicago Black Panther Chapter 

leader, Fred Hampton, was murdered by police in his bed.278 Illinois Attorney General Hanrahan 

came to the Chicago Tribune and reported that the police had lawfully entered Hampton’s 

apartment searching for illegal weapons with a warrant, and that the officers were met with a steady 

stream of gun fire from Black Panthers within the apartment. The Chicago Tribune printed the 

Attorney General’s report and even praised the officers for their role in Hampton’s death. 

However, Deborah Johnson—who was in bed with Fred Hampton at the time of the murder— 

277 Meyer, Politics of Protest, 127-129. 

278 James W. Singer and Thomas J. Dolan, “Panther Raid Cover Up,” Chicago Sun Times: The New 

Republic, editorial, July 27, 1971. 
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survived the incident and remembers the incident very differently. Johnson says the police fired 

round after round without hesitation despite no return fire, killing Hampton in cold blood.279 More 

importantly, Flint Taylor—a reporter for the local Chicago Sun Times—recalls how the police 

made the mistake of leaving the crime scene unattended and very much open to the public. In a 

rare instance of real investigative journalism regarding the Black Panthers, Taylor and his team 

went into Hampton’s apartment and pieced together all the false evidence that had been provided 

by law enforcement to the Chicago Tribune: evidence such as bullet holes that had been planted 

by the police to make their evidence seem more credible.280 Unfortunately, the incident was not 

officially reported as a coverup by law enforcement and misconduct of police officers toward the 

Black Panthers until well after indictments from the attorney general’s office, and the reputation 

of the Black Panthers was further diminished as militant and violent.281 Given how easily the 

Chicago Tribune was manipulated by Illinois law enforcement, it is unclear how many other times 

similar tactics were used to portray the Panthers as attacking police.   

It is known, however, that this coverup in Chicago was not the only time misconduct from 

the police toward the Black Panther Party went unreported by the media. Given the Panthers’ 

public condemnation of law enforcement and Marxist ideology, they quickly caught the attention 

of J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI. His Counterintelligence Program (COINTELPRO) targeted the Black 

Panther Party with a series of illegal infiltrations, wiretaps, and other surveillance methods 

designed to cause discord amongst the party. For example, they would send letters posing as 

279 Deborah Johnson, “Police and the Panthers,” in Takin’ it to the Streets”: A Sixties Reader, 3rd ed., ed. 

Alexander Bloom and Wini Breines, (New York: Oxford Press, 2011), 134-135. 

280 Flint Taylor, “Police and the Panthers,” in Takin’ it to the Streets”: A Sixties Reader, 3rd ed., ed. 

Alexander Bloom and Wini Breines, (New York: Oxford Press, 2011), 135-136. 

281 Singer and Dolan, “Panther Raid Cover Up,” 1971. 
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Panthers to gangs and other enemies of the Black Panther Party, provoking violence to fit their 

narrative of the party as a dangerous domestic threat. While doing this, the FBI recruited as many 

as three hundred journalists to cooperate with the FBI, allowing the FBI to plant false stories 

through the media meant to discredit the organization and diminish the Panthers’ reputation.282 In 

1969, twenty-one members of the Black Panther Party were charged with bomb threats in NYC, 

and the organization received especially negative press coverage. Two years later, it became clear 

the threats had stemmed from undercover FBI agents within the organization attempting to 

manipulate the press.283 At that point, the media was being manipulated by several different groups 

of people and a lack of investigative journalism created an image of the Black Panthers that 

oversimplified a complex group. It begs the question, why was the media capable of being 

manipulated so easily? Based on the makeup of the media at the time, it is easy to see how this 

took place. Black journalists were just beginning to make their way into the newsroom, meaning 

the reporters covering the Black Panther Party were primarily white, not to mention hardly any 

media outlets had African Americans in leadership. The Oakland Tribune, for example, was 

heavily criticized for its failure to hire black employees and its ownership often used its platform 

to attack social movements of the day.284 Additionally, not enough reporters were being assigned 

to actually investigate incidents, resulting in publications accepting information directly from law 

282 Sabrina Sérac, “Between Fact & Fiction: The Use of Fear in the Construct and Dissem...” Revue de 

recherche en civilisation américaine. (David Diallo, September 23, 2009), 

https://journals.openedition.org/rrca/273?lang=en. 

283 Giovanni Russonello, “Fascination and Fear, Covering the Black Panthers,” The New York Times, 

(October 15, 2016). 

284 Rhodes, Framing the Black Panthers, 58. 
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enforcement agencies who could spin stories however they pleased.285 This disconnect from the 

black community and the overall struggle they experienced with poverty, discrimination, and 

police brutality––all of which the Black Panther Party openly criticized in their platform––coupled 

with the inability to understand the real impact their social programs had on addressing these issues 

almost certainly played a role in their inability to properly frame the actions of the organization.   

Additionally, given Meyer’s points about how the media generally operates, certain media 

companies likely tried to cater to their predominantly white audience, many members of which 

were uninterested in hearing about the institutional problems of racism which the Black Panthers 

were preaching about.  

Speaking of the white audience of the media, the third reason for the mischaracterization 

of the Black Panther Party was because of an overall sense of fear the Black Panthers instilled in 

their American audience. A 1970 Newsweek description describes this best, saying: 

They were the Bad Niggers of white America’s nightmares come chillingly to life – 

black-bereted, black-jacketed cadre of street bloods risen up in arms against the 

established order. They were, they announced, the Black Panthers, and the name alone 

suggested menace. They swaggered, blustered, quoted Mao, preached revolution, flashed 

their guns everywhere and sometimes used them.286 

In other words, while the northern part of the United States was not as outwardly racist as the south 

had been, racism was still extremely prevalent—and the biggest fear of white America was 

revolutionary African American men marching the streets with guns in hand. The Black Panther 

285 Fred Carrol, Race News: Black Journalists and the Fight for Racial Justice in the Twentieth Century, 

(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2017), 162-180, 

https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=e000xna&AN=1488546&site=eds-live. 

286 “The Panthers and the Law,” Newsweek, February 23, 1970. 
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Party was deemed a direct threat to white America’s safety. Given the more radical language being 

stoked by Black Power advocates such as Carmichael and Malcolm X, the Black Panthers made 

their words seem eerily real. It did not help that news organizations routinely tried to frame the 

Black Panthers as an anti-white organization, naturally placing the Black Panther Party as the 

enemy of the white man. There was racially charged language used when describing the Panthers 

as well as an early fixation on the weapons the Panthers carried. Furthermore, The New York Times, 

the leading national newspaper at the time, did not send anyone to the Black Panthers’ original 

protest in Sacramento—yet they painted a picture of the Black Panthers as the black equivalent to 

the Ku Klux Klan, intent on committing racial violence on white people.287 For example, the first 

article the New York Times put out on the Black Panthers was called “Armed Negroes Protest 

Gun Bill,” and the first sentence read, “With loaded rifles and shotguns in their hands, members 

of the antiwhite Black Panther party marched into the state Capitol today.288” The New York Times 

itself critiqued its coverage of the Black Panther Party, stating they fixated too hard on their guns 

and violence and largely failed to cover their survival programs. Further self-criticism of their 

coverage included recognition of the lack of investigative journalism given that the FBI 

manipulated the Times into believing the Black Panthers were largely responsible for the violence 

between the organization and police. They also stated that even when they did begin covering the 

Panthers, which they credited to the increase in African American workers employed by the 

newspaper, they often used language that implied skepticism of the programs or framed them as 

“indoctrination” rather than a positive effort for the black community.289 However, it is important 

287 Kenneth O’Reilly, Racial Matters: The FBI’s Secret File on Black America, 1960–1972, (New York: 

Free Press, 1989), 294. 

288 “Armed Negroes Protest Gun Bill,” The New York Times, May 3, 1967. 

289 Russonello, “Fascination and Fear” 2016. 
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to note that the Black Panthers intended for the media to fear them, hoping that this fear would 

lead to more coverage and allow their message to spread to more African Americans.290 They 

ultimately bear some of the responsibility in this mischaracterization.  

Also, given the time, the Black Panther Party’s communist rhetoric also contributed to the 

fear and hysteria within the media. Seale and Newton credited famous communist theorists such 

as Vladimir Lenin and Karl Marx for inspiring much of their economic ideology. Both of the 

founders of the Black Panther Party were highly critical of the capitalist system which governs the 

United States. They viewed anyone who used the capitalist system, including other African 

Americans, as being responsible for keeping poor African Americans down.291 Because of these 

beliefs, the Black Panthers Party Platform included many socialist ambitions, especially when 

examining the many free programs being offered to poor people. They hoped their movement 

would eventually inspire an end to the capitalist system; however, to the Panthers’ credit, they 

realized revolutionizing the economic system of the United States would not happen quickly, and 

Newton and Seale took it upon themselves to provide the means for a better life for poor African 

Americans.292 Seale says, 

The Party’s community programs are the peoples’ programs that we define as 

revolutionary, community, socialistic programs. A lot of people misunderstand the 

politics of the programs; some people have the tendency to call them reform programs. A 

revolutionary program is one set forth by revolutionaries, by those who want to change 

the existing system to a better system. A reform program is set up by the existing 

290 Seale, Seize the Time, 167. 

291 Seale, Seize the Time, 19-23. 

292 Seale, Seize the Time, 412. 
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exploitative system as an appeasing handout, to fool the people and to keep them 

quiet...for a short period of time, and then are phased out and forgotten about.293 

This shows that the Black Panther Party was committed to making a difference and educating the 

African American community on how the capitalist system continued to oppress them. Seale and 

Newton blamed the police and politicians for feeding false information to the media, which 

contributed to the overall frustration the founders felt when their survival programs were 

misrepresented or under-reported in news coverage.294 

While it is fair criticism of the media to point out they failed to investigate and report on 

monumental programs making a far bigger difference in the black community than anything the 

government had tried, it is not difficult to see why the media made this mischaracterization. The 

United States was in a deep war of ideologies with the Soviet Union in the 1960s, and the Vietnam 

War—started to contain the spread of communism—was reaching its peak at the same time the 

Black Panther Party was experiencing its greatest influence.295 American politicians and media 

followed suit in propping up the American capitalist system as far superior to communism, and 

anyone found to be sympathetic to communism could be seen as a direct threat to the safety of the 

country. “Anticommunism shaped American events in international relations, domestic politics, 

and local activities,”296 Alexander Bloom and Wini Breines stress in their overview of the climate 

of the 1960s. While the good intentions of the Panthers’ programs were not the focus of media 

coverage when presented with this openly Marxist and socialistic rhetoric and activity, can the 

293 Seale, Seize the Time, 412-413. 

294 Seale, Seize the Time, 412. 

295 Bloom and Breines, Takin’ It To The Streets, 159-165. 

296 Bloom and Breines, Takin’ It To The Streets, 3. 
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media be blamed given the climate they were living in? While the Panthers were talking about 

burning down a system, the United States was literally burning. Race riots across urban areas from 

Chicago to Los Angeles—marked by arson, violence, and destruction—raged throughout the 

latter-half of the 1960s.297 The white mainstream media was living in an extremely tumultuous 

time, and the Panthers emergence all of a sudden created an image of young African American 

men marching the streets, carrying weapons, quoting famous communist theorists, and executing 

seemingly socialist programs while directly confronting law enforcement. The media viewed the 

Panthers as a threat and feared what their emergence meant to white society; while this fear 

prevented them from properly understanding what the Black Panthers were about, the Cold War 

context must be taken into account when understanding why this happened. 

In summarization, the Black Panther Party from its conception in 1966 was an extremely 

polarizing and complicated group. They made bold and radical demands with a sharp, Marxist 

rhetoric, dressed provocatively to stand out, carried weapons, and really challenged systems of 

oppression keeping down poor African Americans living in northern urban ghettos. Despite all of 

this, the Black Panther Party rarely instigated violence and believed in self-defense only against 

law enforcement brutally killing African Americans. They installed dozens of important survival 

programs which made massive differences in people’s lives, especially for those too poor to afford 

nutritious meals and medical services. Yet the media often took the Panthers at surface value, 

fixating on their rhetoric and appearance before investigating their actions in depth and taking the 

time to understand such a complicated group. The media’s “militant” mischaracterization can be 

297 Paul Bullock, “Watts: The Aftermath,” in Takin’ it to the Streets”: A Sixties Reader, 3rd ed., ed. 

Alexander Bloom and Wini Breines, (New York: Oxford Press, 2011), 134-135. 
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attributed to loyalty to law enforcement, racist and easily manipulated media sources, and fear 

stemming from racism, anti-communist rhetoric, and the overall climate of the late 1960s. 

It may appear that the media’s failures in this situation are unimportant, especially given 

how quickly the Black Panther Party fizzled out of relevancy by the late 1970s; but understanding 

why this happened matters more now than ever before. Another political organization, Black Lives 

Matter (BLM), came into prominence in 2020 following the killing of George Floyd by police 

officer Derek Chauvin. The organization was founded in 2013 following the killing of Trayvon 

Martin in Florida and subsequent acquittal of his murderer, George Zimmerman. The organization 

characterizes itself as a group whose “mission is to eradicate white supremacy and build local 

power to intervene in violence inflicted on Black communities by the state and vigilantes.” They 

go on to say, “by combating and countering acts of violence, creating space for Black imagination 

and innovation, and centering Black joy, we are winning immediate improvements in our lives.”298 

In more recent times, Black Lives Matter, like the Black Panther Party before them, has become 

increasingly critical of law enforcement in the United States for their frequent killing of unarmed 

African Americans. Floyd’s murder in 2020 consolidated the group and brought their platform into 

increasing public eye through media attention.299 

Interestingly, there are a lot of similarities to be seen between the Black Panthers and BLM. 

Both have been heavily critical of police officers, both have called for the liberation of African 

Americans from their white oppressors, and both have created seemingly socialist programs to 

donate money, food, and supplies to poor African Americans in need. This group has some fairly 

important things to say about how law enforcement operates and interacts with African Americans 

298 “About,” Black Lives Matter, Black Lives Matter, Accessed December 15, 2021. 

299 Ryan Bort and Kimerbly Aleah, “Year in Review: How Black Lives Matter Inspired a New Generation 
of Youth Activists,” Rolling Stone, December 14, 2020. 
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in our country, echoing the criticisms the Panthers made decades ago. This time, the media cannot 

make the same mistakes and mischaracterizations that they made with the Black Panthers. The 

news media coverage of BLM has so far reflected the political landscape in our country: deeply 

divided. While news organizations such as CNN, The New York Times, and other outlets considered 

‘left-wing’ have covered BLM fairly, conservative media has been highly critical of the 

organization and misrepresented their intentions.  In a piece by Fox News on the organization, the 

article uses racially charged language similar to what was seen in the Sacramento Bee in the late-

1960s. The writer says, “BLM’s cult-like tactics are more like those of a violent gang than a 

traditional civil rights group fighting against racial discrimination.” He goes on to say “Black 

Lives Matter does nothing to benefit the vast majority of Black Americans. It makes them hate 

police officers. It turns the real world into an alternate universe in which evil White cops are 

hunting them down the moment they leave the safety of their homes.”300 While Rob Smith is 

entitled to his opinion, articles like this which refer to Black Lives Matter as a gang, a cult, and 

criminals fail to correctly analyze what the group is trying to say. The article makes no mention of 

BLM peaceful protests that took place across the country, violence provoked by police officers 

against protesters, or the money the group is raising for those in need. Instead, it chooses to cherry 

pick outstanding cases and is designed to paint the organization in a poor light. While BLM and 

the Black Panthers are far from perfect organizations, the majority of their platform and members 

adhere to non-violent principles and help the poor black community. Yet the white conservative 

audience will read this fear-mongering article and misjudge BLM the same way white Americans 

misjudged the Panthers years earlier. 

300 Rob Smith, Black Lives Matter doesn’t really care about Black lives lost unless group can blame 

police,” Fox News Channel, September 9, 2020. 
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In a piece published in the Center For Journalism Ethics, Doug McLeod makes five 

recommendations for how to cover protests more fairly and fix common problems in reporting. 

One common issue he mentions is elite framing; the media often writes from the perspective of 

politicians, law enforcement, and other individuals in positions of power. Instead, McLeod 

suggests interviewing protesters or members of the organization for their perspective on the 

situation or issue, and not just in the heat of the moment. Unsurprisingly, there were no quotes 

from BLM members in the Fox News article. Secondly, he suggests “Taking historical context into 

account, both in terms of the immediate context for the protest and the long-term historical context. 

It’s impossible to understand what is happening today without addressing short- and long-term 

historical contexts (e.g., racial oppression, structural inequality, etc.).” Next, he says that media 

members need to avoid writing a story with the theme of police vs. protesters. Painting the 

protesters in a battle against police often takes away from the overall message and usually paints 

the protesters as criminals. McLeod also suggests media members understand that there are 

extremist individuals in every organization. Coverage tends to focus on violence or extreme 

actions and oftentimes fails to cover the actual group or message. Reporters would do well to 

understand if violent or extremist protesters are actually part of the group before immediately 

associating the two. And finally, McLeod offers a challenge for media members that may be 

impossible to fulfill: 

If voices only get attention when violent protest occurs, then you are probably going to get 

more violence. As societal watch dogs, journalists should take an interest in social 

problems on a consistent basis, not just when violent protest flairs up. They should seek to 

give attention to voices and concerns from all sectors of society, rather than just taking the 
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easy route of practicing transmission belt journalism that attends to the agenda of elite 

power holders.301 

While difficult to imagine, media members that take these recommendations to heart will have a 

better chance of properly covering BLM and future civil rights groups. Many of the suggestions 

made in McLeod’s article were problems pervasive in the media’s coverage of the Black Panthers. 

Unfortunately, many of these problems still exist today. In order to properly understand the 

message of organizations like BLM and the Black Panthers and improve race relations in America, 

we must challenge everyone to do better; protesters, media members, and more importantly 

ourselves. Understand the historical context of the civil rights movement and the problems that 

exist today, check biases, and take complex group’s entire platforms and message into account 

before passing judgment. Only then can society begin addressing the institutional problems groups 

like the Black Panther Party and Black Lives Matter have alerted us to. 

301 Doug McLeod, “Five Problems With How the Media Cover Protests And Five Recommendations For 
How to Write Fair Protest Narratives,” Center For Journalism Ethics, (Poynter: June 25, 2020). 
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